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1. "He puts an end to darkness" 
Rabbi Chiya introduces a discussion on the secret nature of good and evil. Rabbi Shimon then defines evil as "the end of the left"; that is, the lack of 
"remembrance" or connection between the Left and Right Columns. The friends relate this phenomenon to the dreams of Yosef and the Pharaoh. 
Yosef's dream of a river signifies the end of darkness and evil, and the beginning of peace and plenty. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The energy arising from the mystical shapes of the Hebrew letters enlightens us to the severity of our negative actions and their consequences. 
Negative behavior rooted in the Left Column refers to selfish indulgence without regard or concern for others. Awareness and careful management 
of both Columns--of receiving and of sharing--bring lasting Light to our lives. Inattention to either Column creates imbalance. Sharing without 
receiving [Right Column without Left Column], for example, quickly depletes our resources. If we share water from a glass without replenishment, 
the glass will soon be empty. Receiving without sharing is like casting a dehydrated man into the middle of a raging sea. Though he is in desperate 
need of water, overabundance eventually drowns him. Reading this section has a stabilizing effect on our spirituality and on the decisions we make. 
Intuitively, we begin making that strike a delicate balance between knowing when to share and when to receive.

1. "And it came to pass at the end of two years" (Beresheet 41:1). 
Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse, "He puts an end 
to darkness, and searches out all perfection: the stone of darkness 
and the shadow of death" (Iyov 28:3). "He puts an end to darkness" 
is the end of the left, WHICH IS NOT INCLUDED WITHIN THE RIGHT; 
IT IS THE SATAN, THE ANGEL OF DEATH. He hovers about the 
world AND INCITES PEOPLE TO SIN; he hovers above and stands 
before the Holy One, blessed be He, and blames and accuses the 
world. As it is written, he "searches out all perfection (Heb. tachlit)," 
for his deeds are not intended to achieve good, but rather to 
exterminate (Heb. lechalot) and bring extinction to the world, AS HE 
TAKES THE SOULS OF MEN AND KILLS THEM.
 

 

2. "... the stone of darkness and the shadow of death" refers to a 
stumbling stone, NAMELY THE SATAN, WHO IS CALLED A 
STUMBLING STONE BECAUSE the wicked stumble and sin on it. It 
abides in that which is called "a land of gloom, as darkness 
itself" (Iyov 10:22). Come and behold: There is the land of the living 
above, which is the land of Yisrael, NAMELY, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR 
ANPIN. And there is a land below called "darkness and the shadow 
of death," namely the darkness that is issued from the land of 
gloom, WHICH IS THE NUKVA OF THE KLIPAH. What are "the stone 
of darkness and the shadow of death?" They are the end, on the side 
of darkness. They are THE SATAN, the dross of gold, as we have 
already learned.
  

3. Come and behold how much it behooves men to look into the 
worship of the Holy One, blessed be He, and strive to study the 
Torah day and night, so they will know and behold His worship. For 
the Torah proclaims every day before men, saying, "Whoever is 
simple, let him turn in here: as for him that lacks understanding, she 
says to him" (Mishlei 9:4). We have already explained this matter.
 

 

4. When a man studies the Torah and cleaves to it, he is 
strengthened in the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, as it is 
written: "a Tree of Life..." (Mishlei 3:18). Come and behold: When a 
man is strengthened in the Tree of Life in this world, he is 
strengthened in it for the world to come. And when the souls leave 
this world, grades are prepared for them in the world to come.
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5. Come and behold: The Tree of Life is divided into several grades, 
but they are all unified into one. For in the Tree of Life there are 
grades upon grades-branches, leaves, husks, the trunk, and the 
roots. All of them are the tree. In the same manner, whoever strives 
to study the Torah is strengthened and improved by the Tree of Life, 
NAMELY, IN THE TRUNK OF THE TREE.
 

 

6. All those of the faith, Yisrael, are strengthened by the Tree of Life. 
They all hold onto the tree, but some of them hold on to the trunk, 
some to the branches, some to the leaves, and some to the roots. It 
seems, therefore, that they hold onto the Tree of Life. All of those 
who are occupied in the study of the Torah hold to the trunk of the 
tree, and for that reason, he who studies the Torah holds onto the 
whole tree, BECAUSE THE TREE TRUNK INCLUDES ALL OF IT. This 
has already been explained.
 

 

7. "And it came to pass at the end." HE ASKS: What is the meaning 
of "the end?" Rabbi Shimon replied that this is a place in which there 
is no remembrance-the end of the left. What does this mean? For it 
is written, "But think of me (lit. 'remember') when it shall be well with 
you" (Beresheet 40:14). HE ASKS: Is it proper for Yosef the 
righteous to say, "But remember me." AND HE ANSWERS, When 
Yosef looked at the dream, he said, 'This is assuredly a dream of 
remembrance'--but he was wrong, because it all came from the Holy 
One, blessed be He.
 

 

8. Therefore, the place of forgetfulness rose against him. It is written: 
"Nevertheless the chief butler did not remember Yosef, but forgot 
him". HE ASKS: If it is said "the chief butler did not remember," why 
then add "but forgot him"? HE ANSWERS, "but forgot him" indicates 
the place in which there is forgetfulness, which is CALLED to the 
end on the side of darkness. HE ASKS: What are the two years? AND 
HE ANSWERS: The grade of forgetfulness returned after that time to 
the grade in which there is remembrance.
 

 

9. "...that Pharaoh dreamed: and behold, he stood by the river" 
concerns the dream of Yosef, NAMELY A DREAM OF 
REMEMBRANCE THAT REFERS TO YOSEF, because every river is 
part of Yosef the Righteous. This is the hidden meaning of the 
thought that whoever sees a river in his dream sees peace, WHICH 
IS THE GRADE OF YESOD, THAT IS, YOSEF, as it is written, "I will 
extend peace to her like a river" (Yeshayah 66:12), AS "RIVER" 
ALLUDES TO YOSEF.
 

 

 
 
2. "And it came to pass at the end of two years" 
Here the rabbis discuss Yosef's sojourn in Egypt. Yosef is compared to King David, who at a later time occupied a similar position in relation to the 
world above and the world below. "The king by justice establishes the land but he who exacts gifts overthrows it." The king is the Pharaoh of 
Moshes' time. His lack of faith and his inability to interpret the true meaning of his dream bring destruction to his realm. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Yosef's sojourn in Egypt is a metaphor for the soul's human incarnation in the material world. Yosef represents the soul, and Egypt, the negativity of 
the body. King David also represents the realm of Malchut, our lower dimension. Man's spiritual work is to rise above the temptations of material 
existence by removing the blinders that prevent us from recognizing the Divinity in the world, the foolishness of our negative behavior, and the 
consequences of our negative deeds. This elevated consciousness is stimulated by reading this section.
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10. "And it came to pass at the end of two years." Rabbi Chiya 
opened the discussion with the verse: "The king by justice 
establishes the land: but he who exacts gifts overthrows it" (Mishlei 
29:4). Come and behold: When the Holy One, blessed be He, created 
the upper world, BINAH, He made everything properly and created 
bright lights that shone in all directions. THESE REPRESENT THE 
THREE COLUMNS, and all is united into one. He created heaven 
above, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the earth below, WHICH IS THE 
NUKVA, to combine as one--BINAH, ZEIR ANPIN, AND NUKVA--to 
benefit the lower beings.
 

 

11. Come and behold: In the verse, "The king by justice establishes 
the land", who is the king? He is the Holy One, blessed be He--
BINAH. The words "by justice" refer toYa'akov, THAT IS, ZEIR 
ANPIN, who forms the foundation of the land. Therefore the letter 
Vav IN THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is 
sustained by the upper Hei IN THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH 
IS BINAH. The lower Hei IN THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS 
THE NUKVA, is sustained by the Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, 
because "justice establishes the land" with all its needs and 
nourishes it.
 

 

12. Another explanation of "the king" is that it refers to the Holy One, 
blessed be He, while justice refers to Yosef, "who established the 
land" as it is written: "And all countries (lit. 'and all the land') came 
to Egypt to Yosef to buy provisions" (Beresheet 41:57). Because the 
Holy One, blessed be He, favored Ya'akov, He made him governor of 
all the land.
 

 

13. Rabbi Yosi said: "The king" is Yosef and "by justice" is Ya'akov, 
because as long as Ya'akov did not come to Egypt, the land was 
beset by famine. After Ya'akov came to Egypt by his merit, the 
famine was gone and the land was established.
 

 

14. Another explanation is that "The king by justice establishes the 
land" refers to King David, as it is written: "And David reigned over 
all Yisrael; and David executed judgment and righteousness to all 
his people" (II Shmuel 8:15). He established the land DURING HIS 
LIFETIME, and by his merit, it stood AFTER HIS DEMISE. THE 
PHRASE, "but he who exacts gifts overthrows it" refers to 
Rechav'am.
  

15. Come and behold: For the sake of the righteous, the Holy One, 
blessed be He, did not impose punishment that had been decreed on 
the world, so it will not have sway over the world. All the days of 
King David, the land was established for his sake. After he died, it 
continued because of his merit, as it is written: "and I will defend 
this city for my own sake, and for my servant David's sake" (II 
Melachim 20:6). Similarly, no punishment was inflicted on the world 
during all the days of Ya'akov and all the days of Yosef, AS THE 
FAMINE CEASED FOR THEIR SAKES AND THE ENSLAVING BY 
EGYPT WAS DELAYED.
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16. Come and behold: The verse, "The king by justice establishes 
the land" refers to Yosef, "but he who exacts gifts overthrows it" 
refers to Pharaoh. Because Pharaoh hardened his heart against the 
Holy One, blessed be He, the land of Egypt was destroyed. Before 
that, the land was thriving through Yosef, in accordance with 
Pharaoh's dream, as it is written, "And it came to pass at the end of 
two years..."
 

 

17. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse, "Hashem 
lives; and blessed is my Rock; and let the Elohim (Elohai) of my 
salvation be exalted" (Tehilim 18:47). "Elohai" is spelled with a Vav. 
This verse requires careful study. The phrase, "Hashem lives" refers 
to the righteous, the foundation of the world, NAMELY, YESOD OF 
ZEIR ANPIN, who is referred to as the life of the world. The phrase 
"and blessed is my Rock" is the meaning of "Blessed be Hashem my 
Rock" (Tehilim 144:1). The world, THAT IS, THE NUKVA, is sustained 
by the generosity of the Righteous, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR 
ANPIN. IN THE VERSE, "Let the Elohim of my salvation be exalted": 
"exalted" refers to the upper world, NAMELY BINAH, and "Elohai" 
with a Vav is heaven, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written: "The 
heavens are the heavens of Hashem" (Tehilim 115:16).
  

18. Come and behold: "Blessed be Adonai who day by day bears our 
burden" (Tehilim 68:20). The name Adonai is spelled Aleph-Dalet-
Nun-Yud, WHICH ALLUDES TO THE NUKVA. This verse contains the 
mystery of wisdom. "Day by day" is the secret of "two years (lit. 'two 
years' days')", WHICH ARE THE TWO GRADES BINAH AND ZEIR 
ANPIN, FOR THE NUKVA IS BLESSED ONLY BY THEM. This is as it 
is written: "And it came to pass at the end of two years that Pharaoh 
dreamed: and behold, he stood by the river." We have already 
learned this secret; it means Yosef, because the words, "a river" 
refer to Yosef the Righteous.
  

19. The verse, "And, behold, there came up out of the river seven 
cows, well favored, and fat of flesh, and they fed in the reed grass" 
reads "out of the river" because from this river, WHICH IS YESOD, all 
the grades below are blessed, because the river that flows from 
Eden, WHICH IS BINAH, waters and sustains everything. And Yosef, 
WHO IS YESOD, is a river, and the whole land of Egypt is blessed for 
his sake.
 

 

20. Come and behold: From that river, NAMELY YESOD, the seven 
grades OF THE NUKVA, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, 
HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT IN HER, THAT WERE EXTENDING 
FROM HER, AND WERE STANDING IN THE WORLD OF BRIYAH are 
watered and blessed by it. These are THE SEVEN "well favored, and 
fat of flesh" COWS, who "fed in the reed grass." THAT IS, they fed 
together in friendship, and there was no separation among them. All 
of them stand to be praised, FOR THERE IS NO NOURISHMENT FOR 
THE OTHER SIDE, for these seven grades are the mystery of the 
verse: "and the seven maids chosen to be given her, out of the 
king's house" (Ester 2:9), WHICH REFERS TO THE SEVEN TEMPLES 
OF BRIYAH, ALL OF WHICH ARE PRAISEWORTHY. And so are the 
"seven cows well favored," ALL TO BE PRAISED. In contrast, "the 
seven chamberlains who served in the presence of the 
king" (Tehilim 1:10) ARE NOT TO BE WHOLLY PRAISED, FOR THEY 
INCLUDE A PORTION OF THE POWERS OF DEFILEMENT, WHICH IS 
THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN LEAN COWS.
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21. Rabbi Yitzchak said: The seven good cows are grades, superior 
to other grades, whereas the seven ill-favored cows are the grades 
below. THE UPPER ONES are on the side of holiness, and THE 
LOWER ONES on the side of defilement.
 

 

22. "...the seven ears of grains:" Rabbi Yehuda said that the first 
SEVEN EARS are good, because they are of the right side, about 
which it is written, "it was good." The ill and thin SEVEN EARS are 
beneath them. The seven GOOD ears are on the side of purity, and 
the ILL ones are on the side of impurity. These grades all stand on 
top of each other-against each other. Pharaoh saw all of them in his 
dream.
 

 

23. Rabbi Yesa asks: How could they have shown the evil Pharaoh 
all these grades? Rabbi Yehuda answers, He only saw their likeness, 
NOT THE GRADES THEMSELVES. For there are grades upon grades, 
all stand on top of each other, of which Pharaoh saw only their 
images.
 

 

24. We have already learned that a man's character is revealed in his 
dreams. As his soul ascends, he will perceive that which he 
deserves according to his grade. Pharaoh, therefore, saw what he 
was worthy of seeing and no more.
 

 

25. "And it came to pass in the end." Rabbi Chizkiyah began with the 
verse: "To everything there is a season, and a time to every purpose 
under the heaven" (Kohelet 3:1). Come and behold what the Holy 
One, blessed be He, did below: He set a time for everything, and 
fixed a term for it. He fixed a term for light and darkness. He set a 
time for light for all nations EXCEPT YISRAEL, which now have 
mastery over the world, and He set time for darkness, when Yisrael 
are in exile and under the dominion of other nations. The Holy One, 
blessed be He, appointed a season for all and, therefore: "To 
everything there is a season, and a time to every purpose." HE 
ASKS: What is the meaning of, "and a time to every purpose?" HE 
REPLIES: It means a time and season for everything that is below, 
that is, for all the goodness found below has a set time and season.
 

 

26. Another explanation for "...and a time to every purpose." HE 
ASKS: What is "time?" HE ANSWERS, It is the same as mentioned in 
the verses: "It is time to act for Hashem: they have made void your 
Torah" (Tehilim 119:126) and "that he come not at all times into the 
holy place" (Vayikra 16:2). This is the grade appointed TO LEAD THE 
WORLD, NAMELY, THE NUKVA, and has already been explained. 
Therefore, the scriptures explain that "time", THE NUKVA, is 
appointed over "every purpose under the heaven." "And it came to 
pass at the end of two years" refers to the side of the end of 
darkness, FOR HE SET AN APPOINTED TIME FOR LIGHT AND 
DARKNESS, that Pharaoh had seen in his dream, this is where he 
derived his knowledge from, and the dream was revealed to him.
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3. "His spirit was troubled" 
This passage deals with Pharaoh's troubled spirit, caused by his inability to interpret his dream. The rabbis compare Pharaoh's state of mind to that 
of Nevuchnetzar during the Babylonian captivity. Rabbi Yitzchak maintains that kings and other heads of state are occasionally granted glimpses of 
the hidden world usually only provided to the prophets of Israel. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Each night our soul ascends to higher realms, where it receives dream messages that can influence us in our spiritual endeavors. Depending on our 
actions and interactions during the previous day, these messages can advance or hinder our efforts. Positive actions arouse prophetic messages of 
truth, while negative behavior invokes deceitful messages and disingenuous dreams. Here we receive assistance in making positive use of our 
sleep, so that our dreams can provide reliable glimpses of the future.

27. "And it came to pass in the morning that his spirit was troubled 
(Heb. vatipaem)." HE ASKS: What does vatipaem mean? Rabbi Yosi 
said: It has already been explained. Of Pharaoh, it is written, 
vatipaem, and of Nevuchadnetzar, it is written, "his spirit was 
troubled (Heb. vatitpaem)" (Daniel 2:1). Pharaoh is described as 
vatipaem because he comprehended the dream but not its 
interpretation. Nevuchadnetzar, on the other hand, saw the dream 
and its interpretation, but forgot everything. IT IS THEREFORE 
WRITTEN VATITPAEM (WITH AN EXTRA TET).
 

 

28. But come and behold: "and his spirit was troubled (Heb. 
vatipaem)" corresponds to "And the spirit of Hashem began to move 
him (Heb. lepha'ahmo)" (Shoftim 13:25), for the spirit would appear 
and disappear, come and go, yet not settle upon him properly. It is 
therefore written, "And the spirit of Hashem began to move him," 
when THE SPIRIT just began TO INSPIRE HIM. Here also the spirit 
would appear and leave, then appear AGAIN, but would not settle 
upon him, so that he could understand. Of Nevuchadnetzar it is 
written, "and his spirit was troubled (Heb. vatitpaem)," for the 
inspiration, THE SPIRIT, was twice as strong, BECAUSE HE 
UNDERSTOOD NEITHER THE DREAM NOR ITS INTERPRETATION. 
THE SPIRITS would come and go, as it is written, "as on previous 
occasions (Heb. kepha'am bepha'am, lit. 'as time to time')" (I Shmuel 
3:10), now upon this and now upon that, but his mind was not settled.
 

 

29. The verse: "and he sent and called for all the magicians of 
Egypt," refers to the sorcerers; "and all her wise men" refers to the 
astrologers. They all tried to understand, but could not.
 

 

30. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Although we have learned that a man is 
shown only what is appropriate to his grade, this is not true for 
kings. They are shown supernal things that are different from those 
that other people ARE SHOWN. Because a king is of a superior 
grade than other men, that which he is shown is of a higher grade 
than the rest, as it is written, "what the Elohim are about to do He 
has declared to Pharaoh" (Beresheet 41:25). But to other men, the 
Holy One, blessed be He, does not reveal his works. He reveals them 
only to the prophets, the pious, and the wise men of the ages, as has 
already been explained.
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31. Come and behold: It is written, "me he restored to my office, and 
him he hanged" (Beresheet 41:13). From this, we understand that a 
dream follows its interpretation. Who is referred to in the phrase, 
"me he restored to my office?" It is Yosef. Also YOSEF hanged him 
because of his interpretation of the dream, and so it is written: "And 
it came to pass, as he interpreted to us, so it was" (Ibid.).
 

 

 
 
4. "And they brought him hastily out of the dungeon" 
This passage discourses on the allegorical meaning of Pharaoh's elevation of Yosef. Rabbi Aba maintains that the verse reveals the benefits of 
standing in awe of God and of studying Torah at night. The text then moves to a discussion of Ecclesiastes (Kohelet). It points out that while we 
cannot control what comes into our eyes and ears, we can control what comes out of our mouths. Therefore, speak not evil. A discussion follows on 
the nature of time, the timing of good deeds, the valuable lessons to be learned from our mistakes, and the dilemma of those caught in an evil time. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Words are vessels that draw particular blends of energy into our lives. Human speech possesses power that can directly influence the world around 
us. Hence, we should take great care in choosing what we say. Although we are initially given an unlimited amount of time to live in this world and 
accomplish our spiritual purpose, every negative word decreases the length of our stay. Positive words do not add time to our lives, but they also 
do not detract from it. This passage helps us use our speech for spiritual purposes, so that our words inspire Light in others instead of adding 
darkness to the world.

32. "Then Pharaoh sent and called Yosef, and they brought him 
hastily out of the dungeon." Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with 
the verse, "Hashem takes pleasure in those who fear him, in those 
who hope for His mercy" (Tehilim 147:11). How much the Holy One, 
blessed be He, delights in the righteous, for they make peace above 
IN ABA AND IMA, they make peace below IN ZEIR ANPIN AND 
NUKVA, and they bring the bride to her husband. The Holy One, 
blessed be He, is therefore pleased with those who fear Him and 
abide by His wish.
 

 

33. "Those who hope for His mercy." HE ASKS: Who are "those who 
hope for His mercy?" HE ANSWERS, They are the ones who study 
the Torah at night and join the Shechinah. When morning comes, 
they hope for His mercy. It has already been explained that when a 
man studies the Torah at night, a thread of grace is drawn upon him 
during the day, as it is written: "Yet Hashem will command His grace 
in the daytime, and in the night His song shall be with me" (Tehilim 
42:9). Why is it said that "Hashem will command His grace in the 
daytime?" Because "in the night His song shall be with me." Hence 
the verse, "Hashem takes pleasure (in) those who fear Him," uses 
the particle Et instead of "in," because HE IS NOT ONLY PLEASED 
WITH THEM, but act as one who pleases another and wishes to be at 
peace with him. It is therefore written: "Hashem takes pleasure (in) 
those who fear him"--WHICH MEANS THAT HE PLEASES AND 
APPEASES THEM, rather than "Hashem takes pleasure in those who 
fear Him," WHICH WOULD ONLY MEAN HE IS PLEASED WITH THEM 
THEMSELVES.
 

 

34. Similarly, Yosef was sad in mind and spirit, BECAUSE he was 
imprisoned. Once Pharaoh had sent for him, it is written: "and they 
brought him hastily," which means that he appeased him and 
addressed him with joyful words that gladden the heart. Why? 
Because he was dejected FROM SITTING in the dungeon (lit. 'pit'). 
Come and behold: First he fell into a pit, and from which he later 
rose to greatness.
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35. Rabbi Shimon said: Before the incident happened, Yosef was not 
called righteous. After he guarded the Holy Covenant BY NOT 
SINNING WITH POTIFAR'S WIFE, he was called righteous and the 
grade of the Holy Covenant, YESOD, decorated him. That which was 
first in the dungeon, THE KLIPAH, rose with him. It is written: "and 
they brought him hastily out of the dungeon", for he had ascended 
from THE KLIPAH and was adorned with a well of living water, THE 
SHECHINAH.
 

 

36. "Then Pharaoh sent and called Yosef." HE SAID: It should have 
been written "to call Yosef" INSTEAD OF "AND CALLED," WHICH 
INTERRUPTS THE PHRASE. HE ANSWERS, It was the Holy One, 
blessed be He, WHO CALLED TO BRING HIM FROM THE PIT, as it is 
written, "until the time that His word came to pass: the word of 
Hashem had tested him" (Tehilim 105:19). The verse: "until the time 
that His word came to pass" is similar to the phrase, "and called 
Yosef," FOR IT WAS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHO 
CALLED HIM. It is written here "and called Yosef" and elsewhere 
"And He called to Moshe" (Vayikra 1:1). IN BOTH PASSAGES, IT 
WAS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHO CALLED HIM. "And he 
shaved himself, and changed his garments" out of respect for the 
king, AS HE HAD TO STAND BEFORE PHARAOH.
 

 

37. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "So Yisrael 
came into Egypt; and Ya'akov sojourned in the land of 
Cham" (Vayikra 1:23). Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be 
He, directs events and fulfills vows and oaths in order to fulfill the 
vow and edict He decreed.
 

 

38. We have learned that were it not for the fondness and affection 
the Holy One, blessed be He, bore for the Patriarchs, Ya'akov would 
have had to go down to Egypt in iron chains. In His love for them, He 
made Yosef, His son, ruler and governor over the whole land. The 
tribes then went to Egypt honored, and Ya'akov was as a king.
 

 

39. Come and behold: It is written, "So Yisrael came into Egypt; and 
Ya'akov sojourned in the land of Cham." HE ASKS: Because it is 
written, "So Yisrael came into Egypt," it is understood that Ya'akov 
sojourned in the land of Cham. Why should he have added it? HE 
REPLIES: "so Yisrael came into Egypt" refers to the Holy One, 
blessed be He, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN CALLED YISRAEL, AND "and 
Ya'akov sojourned in the land of Cham" refers toYa'akov, because it 
was for the sake of Ya'akov, and his sons that the Shechinah came 
down to Egypt. The Holy One, blessed be He, planned events so that 
Yosef was brought down first; for as a result of his merit, the 
covenant dwelt with him and made him ruler over the whole land.
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40. It is written: "The king sent and loosed him: and the ruler of the 
people let him go free" (Tehilim 105:20). Rabbi Shimon said: It is 
written, "Hashem looses the prisoners" (Tehilim 146:7), and "The 
king sent and loosed him." Why DID HE REPEAT THE THOUGHT BY 
SAYING, "and the ruler of the people let him go free?" HE 
ANSWERS, "The king" is the Holy One, blessed be He, and the "ruler 
of the people" is the Holy One, blessed be He. THE MEANING OF 
THE VERSE IS: "The king" refers to the supernal king, ZEIR ANPIN, 
who "sent and loosed him." Whom did he send? The redeeming 
angel, THE NUKVA, who is "ruler of the people" and rules below IN 
THE LOWER WORLD. All comes from the Holy One, blessed be He.
 

 

41. The word, vayritzuhu ("and they brought him hastily") is spelled 
without the letter Vav TO INDICATE THAT IT IS SINGULAR INSTEAD 
OF PLURAL. Who BROUGHT HIM HASTILY FROM THE DUNGEON? 
The Holy One, blessed be He, for there is no one else who imprisons 
and frees people from prison, as it is written: "He shuts up a man, 
and there can be no opening" (Iyov 12:14) and "When He gives 
quietness, who then can condemn? and when He hides His face, 
who then can behold Him? Whether against a nation, or against a 
man alike" (Iyov 34:29). For everything depends upon Him, as it is 
written, "and He does according to His will in the host of heaven, 
and among the inhabitants of the earth: and none can stay His hand, 
or say to Him, What do you?" (Daniel 4:32). Hence it is written: "and 
they (he) brought him hastily out of the dungeon," THAT IS, THE 
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, BROUGHT HIM HASTILY OUT OF THE 
DUNGEON.
 

 

42. HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "and he brought him hastily 
(Heb. vayritzuhu)?" HE REPLIES: As "he shall pray to Eloha, and He 
will be favorable to him (Heb. vritzuy)" (Iyov 33:26) MEANS THE 
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WAS FAVORABLE TO HIM, so the 
verse "and he brought him hastily out of the dungeon" MEANS THAT 
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WAS FAVORABLE TO HIM. Then 
he was brought before Pharaoh. Another explanation is that 
vayritzuhu IS DERIVED FROM WILL (HEB. RATZON) AND GRACE, 
for He drew upon him a thread of grace so he will find grace before 
Pharaoh. HE ADDRESSED HIM WITH, "Elohim shall give Pharaoh an 
answer of peace" to hasten to greet him and open HIS SPEECH with 
THE WORD "peace."
 

 

43. Rabbi Aba said: Come and behold see the wicked Pharaoh, who 
said: "I know not Hashem (Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei)" (Shemot 5:2). As he 
was wiser than all his magicians, HOW COULD HE HAVE NOT 
KNOWN YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI? HE ANSWERS, Assuredly he knew the 
name of Elohim, as it is written, "Can we find such a one as this is, a 
man in whom the spirit of Elohim" (Beresheet 41:38). However, 
because Moshe came before him with the name of Hashem only, it 
was hard for him to understand anything more, for he knew that 
ELOHIM was ruler over the land, but he did not know the name 
Hashem. Therefore he found this name difficult to grasp.
 

 

44. This is why it is written, "And Hashem hardened the heart of 
Pharaoh." It was the word YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI that hardened his heart 
and made him headstrong. Moshe, therefore, spoke to him only by 
the name Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, as has already been explained.
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45. He opened the discussion with the verse: "Who is like Hashem 
our Elohim, who is enthroned on high, who looks far down to 
behold" (Tehilim 113:5-6): "Who is like Hashem our Elohim, who is 
enthroned on high" MEANS THAT He rises above His throne of glory 
not to be revealed below. For when there are no righteous to be 
found in the world, He is gone from them and does not reveal 
himself to them. The phrase: "who looks far down to behold" 
REFERS TO the time when the righteous are found in the world, and 
the Holy One, blessed be He, descends to the lower ones to take 
care of the world and do good by them.
 

 

46. For when there are no righteous men in the world, He is gone, 
hides His face from them, and does not pay attention to them. This is 
because the righteous are the foundation and existence of the world, 
as it is written, "and the righteous is an everlasting 
foundation" (Mishlei 10:25).
 

 

47. The Holy One, blessed be He, therefore revealed His Holy Name 
to Yisrael alone, who are His portion, lot and inheritance. The Holy 
One, blessed be He, divided the world among the mighty chieftains, 
THE SEVENTY MINISTERS. This we have learned from the verse: "He 
set the borders of the people...For Hashem's portion is His people; 
Ya'akov is the lot of His inheritance" (Devarim 32: 8-9).
 

 

48. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were walking together. Rabbi Yosi 
said: I wonder about the words of King Solomon, for all his speeches 
are obscure, and the words of Kohelet are vague.
 

 

49. He began with the verse, "All things are full of weariness; man 
cannot utter it: the eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor the ear filled 
with hearing" (Kohelet 1:8): HE ASKS: If "all things are full of 
weariness," are they all too weary to speak? SOME THINGS 
CLEARLY ARE NOT. He also quoted the verse: "man cannot utter it: 
the eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor the ear filled with hearing." 
Why did precisely these occur to him? HE ANSWERS, Two of them-
eyes and ears-are not under a man's control; the mouth, however, is 
under his control. THUS, HE TEACHES US THAT ALTHOUGH THESE 
ORGANS COMPRISE ALL THE FACULTIES OF MAN, THEY cannot 
comprehend and conceive everything. THE QUESTION IS 
THEREFORE SETTLED, FOR "ALL THINGS ARE FULL OF 
WEARINESS" MEANS THAT THE EYES, EARS, AND MOUTH 
CANNOT COMPREHEND EVERYTHING.
 

 

50. Rabbi Chiya said: It is so. A man's speech cannot utter, nor the 
eyes see and the ears hear "and there is nothing new under the 
sun" (Kohelet 1:9). Come and behold: Even the ghosts and spirits of 
the Holy One, blessed be He, formed under the sun cannot say all 
that there is in the world, nor can the eye see or the ear hear. 
Solomon, who knew everything, therefore said this.
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51. Come and behold: All actions in the world depend on many 
chieftains, FOR THERE IS NOT ONE HERB BELOW THAT HAS NOT 
A CHIEF OVER IT, WHO COMMANDS, "GROW." Yet all the people in 
the world do not know or care about THEIR ROOTS OR why they are 
in the world. For even King Solomon, who was wiser than any other 
man, could not grasp them.
 

 

52. He opened the discussion by quoting: "He has made every thing 
beautiful in its time: also He has set the world in their heart, so that 
no man can find out the work which the Elohim has made" (Kohelet 
3:11): Come and behold: Happy are those who study the Torah and 
know how to observe with the spirit of wisdom. "He has made every 
thing beautiful in its time" REFERS TO all the works that the Holy 
One, blessed be He, performed in the world. Over every action in the 
world there is a grade in charge, either for good or for evil. THESE 
ARE THE 28 TIMES MENTIONED BY KOHELET, FOURTEEN FOR 
GOOD ON THE RIGHT IN THE SECRET OF THE SHECHINAH, AND 
FOURTEEN FOR EVIL ON THE LEFT, IN THE SECRET OF THE 
OTHER SIDE THAT PUNISHES MEN. From them, some grades go to 
the right and some to the left. When a man goes to the right, the 
deed he performs, the grade appointed over that RIGHT side, gives 
him help. If a man goes to the left and performs a certain deed, the 
chief of the LEFT side denounces him for that deed, conducts him to 
that side and leads him astray. Therefore when a man acts worthily, 
the chief of the right side helps him. The "in its time" referred to in 
the phrase, "beautiful in its time" tells us that the deed was properly 
connected to "its time," TO THE NUKVA CALLED TIME. THE 
SECRET OF THE FOURTEEN TIMES FOR GOOD IS THEIR BEING ON 
THE RIGHT. THROUGH THE PUNISHMENT OF THE FOURTEEN 
TIMES FOR EVIL, A MAN CHOOSES THE FOURTEEN TIMES ON THE 
RIGHT AND CLEAVES TO THE SHECHINAH. IT IS FOUND THEN, 
THAT HE DID EVERYTHING "BEAUTIFUL IN ITS TIME."
 

 

53. "...also He has set the world in their heart." This means that the 
world and all its actions are not bound to holiness but to the heart's 
desire when desire rises in man, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE 
VERSE, "KNOW THEREFORE THIS DAY, AND CONSIDER IT IN 
YOUR HEART" (DEVARIM 4:39). Happy are the righteous who draw 
BY THEIR HEART'S DESIRE good deeds that benefit them and the 
whole world, and who know how to be attached to the "time of 
peace" (Kohelet 3:8), THAT IS, TO THE TIME OF HIGH UNION 
CALLED PEACE. By the strength of charity that they give below, 
they cause the grade called all (lit. 'everything'), YESOD, to 
illuminate "in its time," THE NUKVA.
 

 

54. Woe to the wicked who do not know the time, NAMELY THE TIME 
OF PEACE, for the action and do not pay attention, so that they 
perform their actions for the sake of needed improvement in the 
world and correct the deed in its appropriate grade. THIS MEANS 
THAT THEY DO NOT ELEVATE THE MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE 
WATERS) BY THEIR WORKS TO SUPERNAL UNION, WHICH IS THE 
SECRET OF "TIME OF PEACE." They do not do so, because they do 
not know this.
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55. Therefore everything is given to man's desire, as it is written: "so 
that no man can find out the work which the Elohim has made from 
the beginning to the end." Because these deeds were not performed 
with the intention of correcting them according to their appropriate 
grades, that is, to include the deeds in their CORRESPONDING 
grade, they are accomplished according to man's desire, IN 
STUBBORNNESS. Of this, it is written: "I know that there is nothing 
good in them, but to rejoice, and to do good in his life" (Kohelet 
3:12). "I know there is nothing good in them"-in the deeds that are 
not properly performed WITH THE PURPOSE OF CORRECTING-"but 
to rejoice" at whatever comes upon him, EITHER GOOD OR BAD, to 
thank the Holy One, blessed be He, "and to do good in his life." HE 
ASKS: WHY SHOULD HE REJOICE AT EVIL? HE ANSWERS, If the 
deed brought evil consequences because of the grade appointed 
over it ON THE LEFT SIDE, he should rejoice and be thankful FOR 
THE EVIL HE DESERVED, for he himself caused all this by going 
without knowledge as a bird falling into a snare. NOW THAT HE 
OBTAINED KNOWLEDGE BECAUSE OF THE PUNISHMENT, HE 
WOULD KNOW "TO DO GOOD IN HIS LIFE." ONE SHOULD, 
THEREFORE, REJOICE AND BE THANKFUL FOR PUNISHMENT.
 

 

56. HE ASKS: how do we know THAT A MAN IS WITHOUT 
KNOWLEDGE? HE ANSWERS, From the verse, "For man also knows 
not his time: like the fishes that are taken in an evil net, and like the 
birds that are caught in the snare; so are the sons of men snared in 
an evil time, when it falls suddenly upon them" (Kohelet 9:12). HE 
ASKS: What is the time in "For man also knows not his time?" HE 
REPLIES: "his time" of the deed he has done, as it is written: "He 
has made every thing beautiful in its time." He is therefore "like the 
birds that are caught in the snare." Happy then are those who are 
occupied in the study of the Torah, who know the ways and roads of 
the Torah of the most High King, because they can walk in it on the 
path of truth.
 

 

57. Come and behold: A man should never open his mouth to speak 
evil, for he knows not who receives his word, and when a man does 
not know, he may stumble. When the righteous open their mouths, 
they do so peacefully. When Yosef addressed Pharaoh, he first said, 
"Elohim shall give Pharaoh an answer of peace." Rabbi Yehuda said: 
We have learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, cares for the 
peace of the kingdom, as it is written: "and He gave them a charge to 
the children of Yisrael, and to Pharaoh the king of Egypt" (Shemot 
6:13). AND THEY EXPLAINED IT, MEANING TO GIVE HONOR TO 
PHARAOH.
 

 

 
 
5. "Since Elohim has shown you all this" 
Here the Zohar speculates on the hidden meaning of Yosef's successful interpretation of Pharaoh's dream, and the resulting prosperity for both 
himself and the people of Israel. The rabbis compare Yosef's experience to that of Daniel in Babylon. They proceed to describe Yosef's work as 
Pharaoh's Minister of Agriculture and Minister of Finance, and praise his wisdom and discretion in both posts. An interesting passage concerns 
God's ability to create demand in order to benefit those who are able to supply. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
A reading of this section helps us to recognize the links between causes and effects, and to govern our actions accordingly. In this way, when life 
makes demands on us, we can know they are only for our benefit.
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58. Rabbi Chiya said: Pharaoh wished to test Yosef and therefore 
mixed THE WORDS OF his dream, but Yosef, who recognized the 
grades ALLUDED TO IN THE DREAM, looked into each matter and 
said: You have seen it this way and ARRANGED everything in a 
proper manner.
 

 

59. It is written: "And Pharaoh said to Yosef, 'Since Elohim has 
shown you all this, there is none so discreet and wise as you are.'" 
The phrase, "since Elohim has shown you" MEANS because you 
were there when I had this dream. Therefore, he said "all this", 
because you knew the dream and its interpretation.
 

 

60. Rabbi Yitzchak said: If this be so, then Yosef told everything-the 
dream and its interpretation-just like Daniel, who told the dream and 
its interpretation. He said to him, There is no resemblance between 
the cases. Yosef looked into the words of Pharaoh, who told THE 
CONTENT OF HIS DREAM through certain grades, and saw he was 
mistaken BECAUSE HE TOLD IT NOT ACCORDING TO THE ORDER 
THAT PREVAILS IN THE GRADES OF THAT DREAM. He said to 
Pharaoh, You have not seen it this way but rather that way, for the 
grades have a particular order. Daniel, on the other hand, did not 
derive anything from Nevuchadnetzar, but rather told him 
everything, the dream and its interpretation.
 

 

61. In relation to Daniel, the verse says: "Then was the secret 
revealed to Daniel in a night vision" (Daniel 2:19). HE ASKS: What is 
the "night vision?" HE REPLIES: It is Gavriel, who is a vision, a 
vision from a vision.
 

 

62. Come and behold: It is written, "and behold the glory of the 
Elohim of Yisrael came from the way of the east: and His voice was 
like the sound of many waters: and the earth shone with His 
glory" (Yechezkel 43:2). This is followed by: "And the appearance of 
the earth shone with His glory. And the appearance of the vision 
which I saw was like the vision that I saw when I came to destroy the 
city: and the visions were like the vision that I saw by the river K'var, 
and I fell upon my face" (Yechezkel 43:3). All the visions 
MENTIONED IN THE VERSE correspond to six grades. The vision of 
a vision, GAVRIEL, has a mirror that reflects the upper hues. Thus, 
THE SIX MIRRORS OF THE NUKVA reflected in this mirror, GAVRIEL. 
There are visions upon visions; every vision is on top of another and 
all within certain grades-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, 
HOD, AND YESOD-where they have dominion by the name of "night 
vision." All the dreams in the world are interpreted through them. 
They resemble those above them, THE SIX VISIONS OF THE NUKVA.
 

 

63. To Daniel, though "the secret revealed...in a night vision," he did 
not find it himself. Once the secret had been revealed, one of the 
grades of the "night vision" told him of the dream and its 
interpretation. But Yosef, from the words of Pharaoh, beheld the 
high grades TO WHICH THE DREAM ALLUDED, and revealed ITS 
INTERPRETATION TO PHARAOH.
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64. PHARAOH, therefore, gave him command over the whole land of 
Egypt, because the Holy One, blessed be He, gave Yosef from His 
own. Because his mouth did not kiss transgression, it is said: 
"according to your mouth shall my people be ruled." Because his 
hand did not come near sinning, it is written: "and put it on Yosef's 
hand." Because the neck did not approach sin, it is written: "and put 
a gold chain about his neck." Because the body did not get nigh sin, 
it is written: "arrayed him in garments of fine linen." Because the 
foot did not ride to transgression, it is written: "he made him to ride 
in the second chariot which he had." Because his mind did not 
harbor SINFUL thought, he was called "discreet and wise" and 
because his heart did not reflect UPON SIN, "they cried before him 
Avrech (lit. 'bow the knee')." He received what was properly his.
 

 

65. It is written, "And Yosef went out from the presence of Pharaoh 
and went through all the land of Egypt." Rabbi Chizkiyah asks: Why 
did he go through all the land of Egypt? HE ANSWERS, He did so to 
establish his rule OVER THEM, by their crying before him AVRECH. 
Another reason was to gather grain from every district. Rabbi Elazar 
said: Yosef gathered the grain of every district, "THE FOOD OF THE 
FIELD, WHICH WAS ROUND ABOUT EVERY CITY, LAID HE UP 
WITHIN IT," AND NOT IN ANOTHER PLACE so it would not rot, FOR 
IT IS THE NATURE OF A PLACE TO PRESERVE ITS FRUIT.
 

 

66. Rabbi Shimon said: The Holy One, blessed be He, created 
everything in such a manner AS TO BENEFIT YISRAEL. This He did 
because He wanted to fulfill His promise. Come and behold: First He 
supplied the world with its needs, and then He put man in it and gave 
him sustenance.
 

 

67. Similarly, the Holy One, blessed be He, said to Avraham, "Know 
surely that your seed shall be a stranger in a land that is not theirs...
and afterwards shall they come out with great 
substance" (Beresheet 15:13-14). When Yosef arrived in Egypt, there 
was no great substance in it. TO CORRECT THIS, THE HOLY ONE, 
BLESSED BE HE, brought famine upon the world. People then 
brought silver and gold to Egypt until the land of Egypt was filled 
with silver and gold. After great substance was acquired, He brought 
Ya'akov to Egypt.
 

 

68. These are the ways of the Holy One, blessed be he: He first 
creates the medicine and then inflicts the wound. First He brought 
great substance TO EGYPT, and then He brought them into exile. He 
arranged matters and brought famine upon the whole world so that 
people would bring silver and gold from all over the world into Egypt.
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69. Come and behold: For the sake of the righteous Yosef, he caused 
Yisrael to obtain riches-silver and gold-as it is written, "He brought 
them forth also with silver and gold: and there was not one who 
stumbled among their tribes" (Tehilim 105:37). This came upon 
Yisrael by the hand of a righteous man, all in order to make them 
merit the world to come.
 

 

70. He opened the discussion with the verse: "Live joyfully with the 
wife whom you love" (Kohelet. 9:9). Come and behold: This verse is 
explained according to a supernal secret; thus, "live joyfully (lit. 'see 
a life')" alludes to life in the world to come, for happy is he who 
merits it as he should.
 

 

71. The phrase, "with the wife whom you love," refers to the 
congregation of Yisrael, which is referred to with love in, "I have 
loved you with an everlasting love" (Yirmeyah 31:3). When is that? 
At the time the right side takes hold of it, as it is written: "Therefore 
with Chesed have I drawn you" (Ibid.), CHESED BEING THE RIGHT 
SIDE.
 

 

72. The verse continues with "all the days of the life of your vanity." 
This is because she, THE NUKVA, CALLED THE CONGREGATION 
OF YISRAEL WHEN IN GREATNESS, is attached to life, NAMELY TO 
BINAH CALLED LIFE, which is a world full of life. For the other 
world, THE NUKVA, is without life, being beneath the sun, ZEIR 
ANPIN. THUS, IT IS CALLED "LIFE OF VANITY." But the rays of the 
sun do not reach this world; they have been gone from this world 
since the day the Temple was destroyed, as it is written, "the sun 
shall be darkened in his going forth" (Yeshayah 13:10). Its light has 
gone up and does not shine below, as it is written: "The righteous 
perishes..." (Yeshayah 57:1). THIS REFERS TO THE YESOD OF ZEIR 
ANPIN, WHICH POURS PLENTY DOWN INTO THIS WORLD, THE 
NUKVA. THERE IS NEED, THEREFORE, TO DRAW LIFE TO HER 
FROM BINAH.
 

 

73. The verse concludes with: "for that is your portion in 
life" (Kohelet 9:9), MEANING THE UNION BETWEEN the sun, ZEIR 
ANPIN, and the moon, THE NUKVA. THE NUKVA IS CALLED 
PORTION AND THE LIGHT OF THE SUN, LIFE. The sun should come 
into the moon and the moon into the sun, and they must not be 
separated. It is a man's responsibility TO EFFECT BY HIS ACTIONS 
THE SUPERNAL UNION, to come to them in the world to come.
  

74. The verse is followed by the words, "Whatever your hand finds to 
do, do it with your strength, for there is no work, nor device, nor 
knowledge, nor wisdom, in Sh'ol, where you go" (Kohelet 9:10). We 
have to study the verse, which reads: "Whatever your hand finds to 
do." Is there no longer any fear of punishment? Can a man do 
whatever he wishes and is able to do? HE ANSWERED, It is written: 
"Do it with your strength." Your strength is man's soul, which gives 
him strength to merit this world and the world to come.
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75. Another explanation is that "your strength" is the wife we 
mentioned, THE CONGREGATION OF YISRAEL, who is a source of 
strength in this world and the world to come. A man should merit 
this world by means of that strength, so he will be able to draw 
strength from it in the world to come.
 

 

76. Why DO WE HAVE TO STRENGTHEN OURSELVES WITH GOOD 
DEEDS IN THIS WORLD? Because after a man leaves this world, he 
has no more power to do anything. He cannot say, from now on I will 
perform good deeds. Assuredly, this is true "for there is no work, 
nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in Sh'ol" and if a man does 
not acquire merit in this world he will not do so in the world to come. 
It has been explained that "he who has not laid up provisions for the 
journey from this world will have nothing to eat in the other world." 
There are some good deeds a man does in this world, whose fruit he 
may enjoy here in this world, but the main reward is sustenance in 
the world to come.
 

 

77. Come and behold: Yosef merited this world and merited the 
world to come, because he wished to be united with a wife who 
feared Hashem, THE NUKVA, THE SECRET OF THIS WORLD, as it is 
written, "and sin against Elohim" (Beresheet 39:9), THE NUKVA 
CALLED ELOHIM. He, therefore, deserved to be ruler over this world 
and to cause Yisrael to acquire merit.
 

 

78. It is written: "And Yosef gathered all the money" (Beresheet 
47:14). So it should be, for the river which flows from EDEN, YESOD 
CALLED YOSEF, gathers everything, BY COMPRISING AND 
RECEIVING FROM ALL THE SFIROT, and comprises all kinds of 
riches. This is the secret of the verse: "And Elohim set them in the 
firmament of heaven" (Beresheet 1:17), FOR YESOD, CALLED 
FIRMAMENT, SHINES ON THE EARTH, THE SECRET OF THE 
NUKVA. All is as it should be, for surely Yosef, THE SECRET OF 
YESOD, should rule over the kingdom (Malchut,) THE NUKVA, AND 
SHOWER ABUNDANCE UPON HER.
 

 

79. Come and behold the verse: "And he made him to ride in the 
second chariot which he had." HE ASKS: What is the second 
chariot? HE REPLIED: The Holy One, blessed be He, made the 
righteous governor because the world, THE NUKVA, is and should 
be sustained by him. The Holy One, blessed be He, has an upper 
Chariot-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT ABOVE THE 
CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN-and a lower chariot-THE SECRET OF THE 
NUKVA. The lower Chariot is called the second chariot, and Yosef 
who is called righteous, NAMELY YESOD, is worthy of riding the 
second chariot of the Holy One, blessed be He, as is his likeness in 
the world above.
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80. Come and behold: "And they cried before him Avrech." HE 
ASKS: What is an Avrech? HE ANSWERS, He is the connection 
between the sun and the moon, THE SECRET OF YESOD, WHICH 
JOINS ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA. Everybody kneels to that 
place, FOR BOWING DURING PRAYER ALLUDES TO YESOD, WHO 
IS CALLED BLESSED (HEB. BARUCH) AND IS CALLED AVRECH 
AFTER THE KNEELING, WHICH IS DERIVED FROM THE VERSE, 
"AND HE MADE HIS CAMELS KNEEL (HEB. 
VAYAVRECH)" (BERESHEET 24:11), and he rules over the whole 
world, THE NUKVA, and all the inhabitants of the world are thankful 
FOR THE PLENTY IT POURS ON THEM. All then proceeds according 
to the supreme mystery.
 

 

81. Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be He, created the 
kingdom of the earth in the likeness of the kingdom of heaven. Thus, 
the one resembles the other, FOR WHATEVER IS ON EARTH HAS A 
COUNTERPART IN HEAVEN. Whatever is manifest on earth 
appeared first before the Holy One, blessed be He, IN HEAVEN. 
Come and behold: The holy Malchut did not reach completion until it 
was united with the Patriarchs, for the Holy One, blessed be He, 
made the upper Malchut so it would shine from the secret of the 
fathers.
 

 

82. After Yosef, the Righteous, went down to Egypt, he drew the 
Shechinah to him, for the Shechinah follows only the righteous. 
Hence, Yosef first went down to Egypt and received all the wealth of 
the world as he deserved. Then the Shechinah went down to Egypt 
with all the tribes.
 

 

83. By keeping the HOLY Covenant, Yosef merited to be adorned in 
his place, THAT IS, TO BECOME A CHARIOT TO YESOD OF ZEIR 
ANPIN, and attained the upper kingdom and the lower kingdom. 
Whoever guards the Holy Covenant, is considered to be observing 
the holy Torah in its entirety, for the Covenant corresponds to the 
whole Torah.
 

 

 
 
6. "NowYa'akov saw that there were provisions in Egypt" 
Rabbi Chiya offers a discourse on the subject of judgment, specifically the manner through which judgment is executed in this physical world. We 
learn that when a man transgresses, supernal justice-the laws of cause and effect-decrees that an immediate punishment should take place. 
However, The Creator, ever merciful, carries our burdens for us, and thus, He inserts time into the process, delaying the consequences of our 
crimes. This temporary postponement gives man the opportunity to repent and atone for his iniquities. Rabbi Shimon then explicates upon the 
power of sadness, how it banishes the Light of The Creator from our being. It therefore behooves a man to always maintain a positive outlook and 
pleased perspective, especially during trying times. As the Rabbi Yesa and Rabbi Chizkiyah embark on their travels, Rabbi Yesa reveals that every 
man has a definite and clear-cut spiritual path laid out for him. The Other Side, however, constantly diverts man from his true path so that he ends 
up traveling treacherous mountains, as opposed to a lush green, sun-soaked valley. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
When life appears to be calm and waters still, we must realize that The Creator is carrying all of our judgments for us. We should use these moments 
to repent and proactively uproot our negative traits. We should intensify and/or renew our commitments to the spiritual path before the weight of 
judgments becomes to great to bear and they come crashing down upon us without warning.
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84. "NowYa'akov saw that there were provisions in Egypt." THIS 
VERSE IS DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND, BECAUSE THE 
SHECHINAH LEFT HIM WHEN YOSEF WAS SOLD. THEREFORE, 
HOW COULD HE HAVE SEEN THAT THERE WERE PROVISIONS IN 
EGYPT? Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse: "The 
burden of the word of Hashem concerning Yisrael. The saying of 
Hashem, who stretches out the heavens and lays the foundation of 
the earth and forms the spirit of man within him" (Zecharyah 12:1). 
We have to study this verse carefully. He asks: What is the meaning 
of burden in the various passages? HE ANSWERS, Whenever the 
word burden is used in reference to judging other nations, the word 
has a good meaning; whenever it is used in a reference to Yisrael, it 
has an evil meaning.
  

85. HE EXPLAINED, Wherever it speaks of judging the other nations, 
the word burden has a good meaning, because it is used literally, for 
the welfare of the idolatrous nations is a burden to the Holy One, 
blessed be He. But when judgment is upon them, He removes the 
burden He assumed for their sake. HENCE, WHEN BURDEN IS 
MENTIONED IN RELATION TO THEM, IT IS FOR GOOD. Wherever 
judgment has been pronounced upon Yisrael and the word "burden" 
is used, it is a burden on the Holy One, blessed be He, TO PUNISH 
YISRAEL. It is a double burden, BECAUSE IT IS A BURDEN FOR HIM 
WHEN HE DOES PUNISH THEM AND WHEN HE DOES NOT, IT IS A 
BURDEN FOR HIM. IF HE DOES NOT PUNISH THEM, THEY WILL 
REMAIN DEFILED BY SIN; IF HE DOES PUNISH THEM HE IS SORRY 
FOR THEIR TROUBLES. THEREFORE WHEN "BURDEN" IS MENTION 
IN REGARD TO THEM, IT IS FOR EVIL.
 

 

86. HE ASKS: After the words: "who stretches out the heavens, and 
lays the foundation of the earth," why is it added, "and forms the 
spirit of man within him?" Would not we know He "forms the spirit of 
man within him" IF IT WERE NOT WRITTEN? HE REPLIES: These 
words point at a certain grade, where all the spirits and souls of the 
world are found, NAMELY THE NUKVA, WHERE THE SPIRITS AND 
SOULS STAND, AND FROM WHOM THE LOWER ONES RECEIVE.
  

87. Rabbi Shimon said: This verse is difficult. If it said: "forms the 
spirit of man", it would suffice, but what is the meaning of "within 
him?" HE ANSWERS, The secret of this verse is on the two sides, 
YESOD AND THE NUKVA. For from the river, which flows and comes 
out from EDEN, YESOD, all the souls come out and soar into one 
place, THE NUKVA. That grade, YESOD, "forms the spirit of man 
within him," WITHIN THE NUKVA, which resembles a woman, who 
conceives from a man, whose fetus presses her bowels until it is 
fully formed in her belly. Thus, He "forms the spirit of man within 
him," WITHIN THE NUKVA, and THE SPIRIT stands there TO BE 
FORMED until man enters the world, and she gives him THE SPIRIT.
 

 

88. Another explanation for "forms the spirit of man within him" IS 
THAT IT MEANS within man himself, NOT IN THE SUPERNAL 
NUKVA; for when a man is created, the Holy One, blessed be He, 
provides him with His soul. Only then is he born into the world. The 
spirit finds that it does not have enough room to expand within the 
body, so it stands on one side, NAMELY THE RIGHT, INSTEAD OF 
EXPANDING RIGHT AND LEFT.
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89. When a man's body grows, the spirit also grows and gives it 
strength. When the body grows, the spirit allots it power with which 
to strengthen itself. Thus, He indeed "forms the spirit of man within 
him."
 

 

90. You may ask about THE MEANING OF the phrase: "forms the 
spirit of man within him." HE EXPLAINED, Because the spirit needs 
additional strength as support from above, the Holy One, blessed be 
He, "forms the spirit of man within him" and thus enables it TO 
EXPAND within man.
 

 

91. Come and behold: When that spirit needs help, it is perfected 
from above in accordance with man's worth and the condition of his 
body. It is also given an additional spirit, FOR WHOEVER WISHES 
TO BE PURIFIED IS HELPED. This is the meaning of "forms the spirit 
of man within him." MAN IS GIVEN AN ADDITIONAL PORTION OF 
SPIRIT THAT IS ABLE TO EXPAND WITHIN HIS BODY.
  

92. Come and behold: When Ya'akov lost Yosef, he lost the 
additional portion of the spirit that was in him, and the Shechinah 
departed from him. It is written later: "The spirit of Ya'akov their 
father revived" (Beresheet 45:27). HE ASKS: Was he dead until then? 
HE ANSWERS, Only the additional spirit was gone from him. His 
sadness caused his spirit to withdraw, AND THE FIRST THREE 
SFIROT, WHICH MAINTAIN THE SPIRIT WITHIN HIM, WERE GONE. 
The scripture, therefore, reads: "The spirit of Ya'akov their father 
revived"-THIS WAS BECAUSE THE FIRST THREE SFIROT HAD 
REVIVED.
 

 

93. It is written: "Now Ya'akov saw that there were provisions in 
Egypt," WHICH MEANS THAT HE SAW IT THROUGH THE HOLY 
SPIRIT. HE ASKS: Why was he not yet informed THAT YOSEF WAS 
ALIVE AND WHY WAS THE SHECHINAH STILL GONE FROM HIM? 
When did he learn THAT THERE WERE PROVISIONS IN EGYPT? HE 
ANSWERS, "Ya'akov saw" MEANS THAT he saw the inhabitants of 
the country go to Egypt and bring provisions; HE DID NOT SEE 
THROUGH THE MEDIUM OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.
 

 

94. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Come and behold: King David deserved to 
be united with the Patriarchs and inherited a place among them, as it 
is written, "The stone which the builders rejected has become the 
head stone of the corner" (Tehilim 118:22). (THE END IS MISSING).
 

 

95. Rabbi Yesa and Rabbi Chizkiyah were walking from Cappadocia 
to Lod with a Jew, who was carrying a skin-bottle of wine. As they 
were walking, Rabbi Yesa said to Rabbi Chizkiyah, Open your mouth 
and give one of those beautiful expositions on the Torah that you 
deliver daily before the holy lamp.
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96. He opened the discussion with the verse: "Her ways are ways of 
pleasantness, and all her paths are peace" (Mishlei 3:17). "Her ways 
are ways of pleasantness" refers to the ways of the Torah; for 
whoever walks in them, the Holy One, blessed be He, causes the 
pleasantness of the Shechinah to rest upon him and never to pass 
away. "Her paths are peace," for all the paths of the Torah are 
peaceful. Thus, he enjoys peace above and below-peace in this 
world and in the world to come.
 

 

97. The Jew said: This verse is like a coin in the pocket BECAUSE 
THE HIDDEN MEANING OF THE VERSE CONTAINS A SECRET. They 
asked him, How do you know this? He answered, I learned it from my 
father. He began his exposition. This verse concerns two matters, 
NAMELY WAYS AND PATHS, and two aspects, NAMELY 
PLEASANTNESS AND PEACE. HE ASKS: What are ways and what 
are paths? What is pleasantness and what is peace?
 

 

98. HE ANSWERED, "Her ways are ways of pleasantness" is referred 
to in the verse: "who makes a way in the sea" (Yeshayah 43:16), for 
wherever a way is mentioned in the Torah, it is a way open for all, a 
MATERIAL way accessible to everybody. Thus, "Her ways are ways 
of pleasantness" are the ways opened by the fathers, NAMELY, 
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET CALLED AVRAHAM, YITZCHAK, 
AND YA'AKOV, who opened them up in the great sea and traversed 
it. LIGHTS SHINE from them and illuminate every corner across the 
whole length and breadth of the world.
 

 

99. The pleasantness is issued from the world to come, where all the 
lights shine and diverge in every direction, THAT IS, DIVERGE TO 
THE THREE COLUMNS-RIGHT, LEFT, AND CENTRAL. The goodness 
and light of the world to come, which the Patriarchs inherit, are 
called pleasantness. Another explanation is that the World to Come 
itself is called pleasantness. When it is aroused to illumination, 
every joy, goodness, light, and freedom are aroused. Thus, it is 
called pleasantness.
 

 

100. We have learned that when Shabbat comes, the wicked in 
Gehenom take a rest and obtain freedom and respite. At the end of 
Shabbat, it behooves us to arouse the supernal joy to save us from 
the punishment of the wicked, who are condemned from that 
moment onward. We should arise and say, "And let the pleasantness 
of Hashem our Elohim be upon us" (Tehilim 90:17), which alludes to 
the supernal pleasantness that cheers everything.
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101. "And all her paths are peace." HE ASKS: What are her paths? 
HE REPLIES: They are the paths that descend from above, gathered 
by the Covenant, YESOD, which is called peace-household peace. It 
carries the paths into the great sea when it is agitated, and brings it 
peace. This is the meaning of the verse: "And all her paths are 
peace." Come and behold: Yosef was the Covenant of Peace, THAT 
IS, HE RECEIVED THESE PATHS and became ruler over the land, but 
Ya'akov, from whom the Shechinah departed, did not know it.
 

 

102. Nevertheless, Ya'akov had misfortune (Heb. shever) so he had 
to buy provisions (Heb. shever) in Egypt, and saw misfortune (Heb. 
shever) after misfortune in his sons going down to Egypt. Hence, 
"Ya'akov said to his sons, 'Why do you look at one 
another?'" (Beresheet 42:1); you should show yourselves as hungry 
people, who have not enough to eat.
 

 

103. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: Assuredly a mystery lies here, for 
whenever there is sorrow in the world, a man should refrain from 
being seen in the marketplace, so as not to be caught for his sins. 
THIS IS BECAUSE HIS ACCUSERS MIGHT SEE HIM IN A PUBLIC 
PLACE, ACCUSE HIM, AND REVEAL HIS MISDEEDS IN ORDER TO 
PUNISH HIM. YA'AKOV therefore asked them, "Why do you look at 
one another (also: 'why are you afraid')"; IT BEHOOVES YOU TO BE 
AWARE OF THE ACCUSERS. This has already been explained.
 

 

104. Another explanation of the verse: "Now Ya'akov saw that there 
were provisions in Egypt" IS THAT THE WORD SHEVER MEANS real 
provisions AND IS NOT AN ALLUSION TO A CALAMITY, AS WAS 
SAID EARLIER. The Holy One, blessed be He, sent famine into the 
world to bring Ya'akov and his sons there. Ya'akov, therefore, saw 
the people of the country bringing provitions from there.
  

105. "Now Ya'akov saw that there were provitions in Egypt." When 
Yitzchak died, Ya'akov and Esav came to divide his inheritance. Esav 
renounced his share of the land and everything else BY LEAVING 
AND AVOIDING THE EXILE; Ya'akov received it all by suffering the 
exile; THAT IS, THIS WAS THEIR COMPROMISE. Ya'akov thus saw 
the calamity awaiting him and his sons in Egypt-the endurance of 
the exile. This is why Ya'akov asked his sons, "Why are you afraid" 
of the supernal justice? ARE YOU NOT AFRAID lest the accuser will 
find you? "I have heard that there are provitions in Egypt, go down 
there (Heb. redu)." It has already been explain that the numerical 
value of redu is 210, the number of years Yisrael stayed in Egypt.
 

 

 
7. "And Yosef was the governor of the land" 
This passage speculates on the secret meanings of Yosef's triumph in Egypt. It tells us that his victory was also one against the hidden powers of 
evil on the Left--that is, "the Evil Inclination." 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Egypt is a metaphor for the human ego, our Evil Inclination, which is rooted in the Left Column. Strength and discipline to triumph over egocentric 
desires and evil tendencies are summoned forth in our souls as we scan the Hebrew Letters of this passage.
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106. "And Yosef was the governor of the land." Rabbi Yesa opened 
the discussion with the verse: "And now shall my head be lifted up 
above my enemies round about me: therefore I will offer in His 
tabernacle sacrifices with trumpet sound; I will sing, and I will make 
melody to Hashem" (Tehilim 27:6). Come and behold: When the Holy 
One, blessed be He, takes pleasure in a man, He raises him above all 
the inhabitants of the world and makes him ruler over them. All his 
enemies are subdued under him.
 

 

107. King David was hated and rejected by his brothers, and the Holy 
One, blessed be He, raised him above all the inhabitants of the 
world. He fled from SHAUL, his father-in-law, and the Holy One, 
blessed be He, raised him above all kingdoms, and everyone bowed 
and knelt before him. Yosef was rejected by his brothers, and 
afterward they all knelt and prostrated themselves before him, as it 
is written: "And Yosef's brothers came, and bowed themselves down 
before him with their faces to the earth" (Beresheet 42:6).
 

 

108. "And now (Heb. ve'ata) shall my head be lifted up." HE ASKS: 
What is the meaning of ve'ata? HE SAID: That of "as you (Heb. 
ve'ata)." Rabbi Yehuda said: We have learned that et (time) is a 
supernal grade; that time is the Hei IN THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, 
NAMELY THE SHECHINAH called ata (now). Ve'ata WITH THE 
LETTER VAV refers to ZEIR ANPIN and His court of justice, THE 
NUKVA, JUST AS THE VAV OF VE'ATA ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN.
  

109. "And now shall my head be lifted up." I will lift up my head 
through dignity and dominion "above my enemies round about me" 
the other kings of the land. "Therefore I will offer in His tabernacle" 
refers to Jerusalem; "sacrifices with trumpet sound" that will sound 
throughout the world; "I will sing, and I will make melody" from the 
side of the trumpet sound, for from there, song and melody arise.
 

 

110. According to another explanation, "And now shall my head be 
lifted up" refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY THE 
NUKVA CALLED ATA, and the phrase: "Above my enemies round 
about me" refers to Esav and his ministers. "I will offer in his 
tabernacle" in THE MIDST OF Yisrael "sacrifices with trumpet sound 
(also: 'of breaking')," as it is written: "The sacrifices of Elohim are a 
broken spirit" (Tehilim 51:19), in order to remove Judgment from the 
world. "I will sing, to make melody" and I will thank the Holy One, 
blessed be He, continuously, forever.
 

 

111. Another explanation of "And now shall my head be lifted up" is 
that MY HEAD IS AN ALLUSION TO THE GOOD INCLINATION. He 
prayed that in every respect the Good Inclination SHALL BE LIFTED 
above the Evil Inclination, as it is written: "Above my enemies round 
about me", which is an allusion to the Evil Inclination that surrounds 
and hates man. "I will offer in His tabernacle sacrifices with trumpet-
sound" refers to THE STUDY OF the Torah, which was given from 
the side of fire, as it is written: "From His right hand went a fiery law 
for them" (Devarim 33:2). Through the Torah shall his head be lifted 
up and his enemies subjugated before him, as it is written: "You 
have subdued under me those who rose up against me" (Tehilim 
18:40).
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112. Another explanation of the verse: "And now shall my head be 
lifted up" is that it means, that I shall be included with the fathers, for 
King David had cleaved to the Patriarchs in order to be united with 
them IN THE SECRET OF THE FOURTH LEG and to be lifted above 
and bound to them. "Above my enemies round about me" refers to 
those of the left side, all of them accusers intent upon destruction. 
WHEN HE IS LIFTED ABOVE THEM, the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, is united 
with the moon, THE NUKVA, and all becomes one.
 

 

113. Come and behold: It is written, "And Yosef was the governor of 
the land." YOSEF is the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, FOR YOSEF IS YESOD OF 
ZEIR ANPIN, which rules over the moon, THE NUKVA, shining upon 
and sustaining her. "...and he it was that sold to all the people of the 
land", as the river that flows and comes our FROM EDEN, YESOD 
CALLED YOSEF, supplies everybody with nourishment. From there 
the souls OF EVERY MEN emerge. Hence, everyone bows before that 
place, for there is nothing in the world that does not depend upon 
Mazal, YESOD, as has already been explained.
 

 

 
 
8. "And Yosef recognized his brothers" 
The Zohar examines the nature of fear and sin, and tells us that negative sexual activity and masturbation lead to negativity and ruin. Fear and sin, it 
claims, allows our enemies to behave like Yosef's brothers and gives them an opportunity to punish us without mercy. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
A man's seminal fluids are the closest reflection of The Creator's essence in the physical world. For this reason, a man's seed brings forth life and 
generates profound pleasure, both of which are attributes of the Divine. However, negative forces, here to test and challenge us, need their own 
sustenance of Light, which they retrieve when a man wantonly spills his seed. Keeping our sexual relations within the spiritual boundaries of 
marriage--for the purpose of sharing with our spouse and for bringing new life into the world-- protects the Light from the onslaughts of the Other 
Side. The result is greater fulfillment and pleasure in every area of life.

114. "And Yosef recognized his brethren, but they recognized him 
not." Rabbi Elazar quoted the verse: "Why should I fear in the days 
of evil, when the iniquity of my persecutors (lit. 'my heels') 
compasses me about" (Tehilim 49:6). Come and behold: As was said 
by the sages, there are three classes of those who fear, yet do not 
know what they fear. But in addition to these three, there is he who 
fears, yet does not know what he fears, because he commits sins 
unknowingly. He therefore fears the days of evil.
 

 

115. HE ASKS: What are the days of evil? HE SAID: These are days 
meant for evil. It is the Evil Inclination called evil, which on certain 
days is given permission in the world to lead astray those who defile 
their ways BY SPILLING SEMEN IN VAIN. Whoever wishes to be 
polluted is defiled. They are called days of evil, reserved for 
PUNISHMENT FOR transgressions that a man treads under his heels.
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116. Come and behold: Packs of fiends await to defile those who 
defile their ways. A man is led in the very way he chooses to walk. A 
man who wishes to be purified has many helpers.
 

 

117. We have learned that when a man wakes up in the morning, he 
should wash his hands with a laver, and he SHOULD BE WASHED by 
someone who has already washed, as has been explained. Come 
and behold: We have learned all this for the sake of the laver. THIS 
EXPOSITION WAS MEANT TO TEACH US THAT WE NEED A LAVER 
TO WASH OUR HANDS IN THE MORNING.
 

 

118. We also learned that a man should wash his right hand with his 
left hand, SO THAT THE LEFT WILL SERVE THE RIGHT and the right 
will thus be stronger than the left. The right should be laved by the 
left. The washing is expressly intended to ensure that THE RIGHT 
WILL RULE OVER THE LEFT. Therefore, when washing hands, it 
behooves one to wash the right with the left, thus causing the right 
to rule over the left, so as not to give the Evil Inclination an opening 
to rule at all.
 

 

119. Come and behold: When evil Judgment reigns, it does not 
refrain from harming EVEN THE RIGHTEOUS, FOR WHEN THE 
DESTROYER IS GIVEN SWAY, HE DOES NOT DISCRIMINATE 
BETWEEN GOOD AND EVIL. When the right rules over the idolatrous 
nations to break them, the Holy One, blessed be He, feels pity for 
them and does not destroy them. YOU MAY SEE HERE THE GREAT 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE COMPASSION OF THE RIGHT AND 
THE JUDGMENT OF THE LEFT.
 

 

120. Therefore, when one unknowingly commits sins that are tread 
under his heels, he is always afraid. King David was always guarded 
from such sins and, when he went to battle, he searched for them IN 
ORDER TO REPENT. He therefore was not afraid to wage war.
 

 

121. Come and behold: There were four kings, each of whom asked 
for a different thing. David said: "Let me pursue my enemies, and 
overtake them: neither let me turn back till they are 
consumed" (Tehilim 18:38). Why did he say that? Because he was 
guarded from sins THAT ARE TREAD UNDER THE HEELS and gave 
no opening to his enemies to rule. He therefore pursued them 
continuously, rather than having them chase him, catch him, and 
indict him for his sins.
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122. Asa was more fearful. Although he searched for his sins, he was 
not AS THOROUGH as King David. He merely wished to pursue his 
enemies, but not to fight them, and hoped that the Holy One, blessed 
be He, would slay them. And so it came to pass, as it is written: "And 
Asa and the people who were with him pursued them. So Hashem 
smote the Kushim before Asa, and before Yehuda, and the Kushim 
fled" (II Divrei Hayamim 14:11-12). Of David, the scripture reads, 
"And David smote them from the twilight to the evening of the next 
day" (I Shmuel 30:17). But Asa merely pursued them, and the Holy 
One, blessed be He, slew them.
 

 

123. Yehoshafat, the King of Yehuda, also said: I can neither pursue 
nor kill them, but I shall sing hymns and you shall kill them. This was 
because he did not examine himself as Asa did. Yet the Holy One, 
blessed be He, did as He was requested, as it is written: "And when 
they began to sing and to praise, Hashem set an ambush against the 
children of Amon, Moav and mount Seir who were come against 
Yehuda; and they were routed" (II Divrei Hayamim 20:22).
 

 

124. Chizkiyah, the King of Yehuda, said: I can neither chant, pursue 
nor wage war. For he was afraid of the sins we mentioned THAT ARE 
TREAD UNDER THE HEELS. It is written: "And it came to pass that 
night, that the angel of Hashem went out and smote in the camp of 
Ashur 185,000: and when they arose early in the morning, behold, 
they were all dead corpses" (II Melachim 19:35). Chizkiyah was then 
at home lying in bed, and the Holy One, blessed be He, killed them.
 

 

125. How fearful were these righteous men on account of their sins? 
How much more fearful should the inhabitants of the world be? A 
man should therefore always be on his guard against these sins and 
search for them, so that the days of evil, which have no mercy on 
him, will not have control over him.
 

 

126. Come and behold: "And Yosef knew his brethren" means that 
when they fell into his hands, he felt pity for them, because he was 
whole. "...but they knew him not" REFERS TO Shimon and Levi, who 
came from the side of harsh Judgment and therefore did not have 
pity on him. For all those from the side of harsh Judgment have no 
pity on the people who fall into their hands. THEY ARE OF THE 
ASPECT OF THE DAYS OF EVIL, WHICH DO NOT PITY MEN, AS HAS 
ALREADY BEEN SAID.
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127. David therefore said: "Why should I fear THE DAYS OF EVIL?" 
He did not say, "I feared" IN THE PAST TENSE, but rather "should 
fear" IN THE PRESENT TENSE, WHICH MEANS THAT HE IS STILL 
FEARFUL. Thus he said: I should always fear the days of evil, as we 
have said: "...the iniquity of my persecutors (lit. 'my heels') 
compasses me about." HE ASKS: What are "my heels?" HE 
ANSWERS, They are in the secret of the faith, NAMELY, IN 
HOLINESS, as it is written: "And his hand took hold on Esav's 
heel" (Beresheet 25:26). ESAV'S HEEL WAS IN THE SECRET OF THE 
FAITH, IN HOLINESS, BECAUSE YA'AKOV'S HAND TOOK HOLD OF 
IT. This heel (Heb. akev), OF WHICH IT IS WRITTEN: "THE INIQUITY 
OF MY HEELS COMPASSES ME ABOUT," represents the footprints 
(Heb. akevot) that follow the same transgression that a man 
constantly treads under his heels.
 

 

128. Come and behold the verse: "Woe to them that draw iniquity 
with cords of vanity, and sin as it were with a cart rope" (Yeshayah 
5:18). The "cords of vanity" are the sins that he treads under his 
heels without thinking of it. They are then strengthened into "a cart 
rope." The sins become stronger and lead him astray in this world 
and the world to come.
 

 

129. Happy are the righteous, who know how to be guarded against 
their sins and always examine their deeds, so that no accuser will be 
found against them in this world nor turn them from their way in the 
world to come. The Torah prepares for them ways and paths on 
which to walk, as it is written: "Her ways are ways of pleasantness, 
and all her paths are peace."
 

 

 
 
9. "And Yosef remembered the dreams" 
The commentators stress the importance of remembering one's dreams and presenting them to a sympathetic audience of friends in order to obtain 
a favorable interpretation. The necessity of obeying every last precept of the Torah is also discussed. The rabbis use the example of King Solomon, 
who ruined his posterity by disobeying the injunction against polygamy. Rabbi Yosi comments on the verse "Treasures of wickedness profit 
nothing." That is to say, wealth gained in an impure manner will soon disappear, but the righteous life of Torah study endures. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Dreams can assist us in our spiritual development. However, our dreams should only be interpreted by someone who loves us, since the 
interpretation itself influences its physical manifestation. The Light of this passage helps bring loving people into our lives when the need for dream 
interpretation arises. In addition, the passage allows our dreams to be derived from the highest realms of the spiritual atmosphere, ensuring positive 
and truthful messages. Pertaining to the verse "Treasures of wickedness profit nothing", the Zohar teaches us that a narcissistic, self-serving 
pursuit for wealth, power, and position will ultimately lead to ruin in some area of life. The influences emanating from the Hebrew verses imbue us 
with wisdom and strength to resist trading away life's true fulfillment-- marriage, children, friendship, and spiritual fulfillment--for the fleeting 
pleasure of ego gratification.

130. "And Yosef remembered the dreams which he had 
dreamed" (Beresheet 42:9). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with 
the verse: "Do not rejoice when your enemy falls, and do not let your 
heart be glad when he stumbles" (Mishlei 24:17). Come and behold: 
The Holy One, blessed be He, created man, so that he would be 
worthy of His glory, serve Him always, and be occupied with the 
Torah day and night, because the Holy One, blessed be He, ever 
takes delight in the Torah.
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131. When the Holy One, blessed be He, created Adam, He put the 
Torah before him and taught him how to know its ways. How do we 
know this? From the words: "Then he saw it, and declared it; he 
established it, yea, and searched it out," which is followed by: "And 
to man he said: Behold, the fear of Hashem, that is wisdom; and to 
depart from evil is understanding" (Iyov 28:27-28). Because he 
inquired into her, but did not keep her, he transgressed the 
command of his Master and was caught for his sin.
 

 

132. All those who transgress one precept of the Torah are caught 
for it. King Solomon, who was wisest among all the people in the 
world, transgressed only one precept of the Torah BY HAVING 
MANY WIVES and caused his kingdom to pass on from him 
BECAUSE, AS THE SAGES SAID, ASHMEDAI (ASMODEUS) MADE 
AN IGNORANT MAN OF HIM and caused his kingdom to be divided 
from the time of his sons. This is even truer for those who 
transgress MANY PRECEPTS OF the Torah.
 

 

133. HE ASKS: Yosef knew the Torah, AND HER WORDS "YOU 
SHALL NOT AVENGE, NOR BEAR ANY GRUDGE" (VAYIKRA 19:18). 
Why then, when his brothers fell into his hands, did he bring upon 
them all these things, when he knew the Torah his father had taught 
him? HE REPLIED: Heaven forbid TO THINK that Yosef took revenge 
upon them. He did it only to bring his brother Binyamin to him, for he 
longed for him. He did not leave his brothers wanting, as it is written: 
"Then Yosef gave orders to fill their sacks with grain" (Beresheet 
42:25), so they would not come to grief.
 

 

134. Rabbi Yehuda continued WITH THE VERSE: "THEN HE SAW 
IT..." (IYOV 28:27). When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the 
Moon, THE NUKVA, He beheld her constantly, as it is written: "The 
eyes of Hashem your Elohim are always upon it" (Devarim 11:12), for 
she was constantly under His care. It is written: "Then he saw"; he 
saw that the Sun, ZEIR ANPIN, by looking AT THE NUKVA became 
illumined, FOR HE DOES NOT RECEIVE SIGHT, THE SECRET OF 
CHOCHMAH, EXCEPT WHEN HE IS UNITED WITH THE NUKVA. He 
asks: In the phrase: "And declared it (Heb. vaysapera) (Ibid.)," what 
does "vaysapera" mean? HE ANSWERS, The same as in the verse: 
"The stones of it are the place of sapphires" (Heb. Sapir) (Ibid. 6); IT 
IS DERIVED FROM THE SFIROT AND ILLUMINATION.
 

 

135. "He established it" together with her mendings so she would be 
divided into twelve groups and be given to seventy angels. He fixed 
for her seven supernal pillars through which she would receive 
lights and exist in wholeness. The phrase: "And searched it out" 
MEANS HE SEARCHED HER OUT AND attended to her always SO 
THAT THE OTHER SIDE WILL NOT NOURISH ITSELF FROM HER.
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136. He then warned man thus: "And to man he said, 'Behold, the 
fear of Hashem, that is wisdom; and to depart from evil is 
understanding'" (Iyov 28:28). Because of "the fear of Hashem," THE 
NUKVA is adorned with all the lower ones so they will learn to fear 
and know Hashem through her strength. SHE IS THEREFORE 
CHOCHMAH and "to depart from evil is understanding (Heb. binah)." 
The separation of pollution so it will not approach HOLINESS is the 
purpose of the existence of Binah, THAT IS, the knowledge and 
beholding of the glory of the highest King.
 

 

137. Rabbi Yosi rose one night to study the Torah. There happened 
to be a Jew there, whom he met in that house. Rabbi Yosi opened 
the discussion with the verse: "Treasures of wickedness profit 
nothing: but righteousness (also: 'charity') delivers from 
death" (Mishlei 10:2). "Treasures of wickedness profit nothing" are 
those who are not occupied with the study of the Torah, but follow 
worldly matters and gather wicked treasures. Of them it is written, 
"But those riches perish by evil adventure" (Kohelet 5:13), because 
they are wicked treasures.
 

 

138. "But righteousness delivers from death" refers to those who are 
occupied with the study of the Torah and know how to study her 
ways, for the Torah is called the Tree of Life and Righteousness, as 
it is written: "And it shall be accounted righteousness in 
us" (Devarim 6:25). Another explanation of "but righteousness 
delivers from death" is that it refers to charity given to the poor. 
There are two ways to read and understand it: THE WORD 
RIGHTEOUSNESS may be understood as the Torah, or it may simply 
mean charity, yet all is one.
 

 

139. That Jew said you may read IN THE WORD RIGHTEOUSNESS 
the meaning of peace. Rabbi Yosi said to him, Assuredly, she is 
called peace. The Jew rose to study THE TORAH with him. The Jew 
quoted the verse: "He who tills his land shall have plenty of bread: 
but he who follows after vain persons shall have poverty 
enough" (Mishlei 28:19). This verse is difficult to understand. How 
could King Solomon, who was the wisest of all men, say that a man 
should strive to cultivate the earth, till it, and neglect everlasting life?
 

 

140. HE REPLIED: There is a mystery here. He then quoted the verse: 
"And Hashem Elohim took the man, and put him into the Garden of 
Eden to till (also: 'to worship') it and to keep" (Beresheet 2:15). It has 
already been explained that it refers to worship by sacrificing. Come 
and behold: "to till it" is the Upper King, THAT IS, IT REFERS TO 
THE DRAWING OF PLENTY OF BLESSINGS FROM THE UPPER 
KING, ZEIR ANPIN; and "to keep" is the lower king, THAT IS, IT 
REFERS TO THE KEEPING OF PLENTY RECEIVED BY THE LOWER 
KING, THE NUKVA. THE VERSE REFERS TO the upper world, ZEIR 
ANPIN, and the lower world, THE NUKVA. HE FURTHER EXPLAINS 
THAT "to till it" is in the secret of Remember, ZEIR ANPIN, and keep 
is in the secret of Keep, THE NUKVA. THEREFORE IN THE FIRST 
TABLES OF THE TESTIMONY IT IS WRITTEN: "REMEMBER THE 
SHABBAT DAY" (SHEMOT 20, 8), AND IN THE SECOND TABLES OF 
THE TESTIMONY IT IS WRITTEN, "KEEP THE SHABBAT 
DAY" (DEVARIM 5:12).
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141. Therefore, "He that tills his land" (Mishlei 12:11) refers to the 
Garden of Eden, IN THE NUKVA, for man should work and draw 
blessings on it from ZEIR ANPIN above. When it is blessed and 
blessings pour on it from above, MAN is blest with it. Come and 
behold: When the priest blesses, he is also blessed, as it is written: 
"and I will bless them" (Bemidbar 5:27). Hence, "He that tills his 
land" TO DRAW PLENTY ON THE NUKVA, "shall have plenty of 
bread," nourishment from above, WHICH HE EARNS BY HIS WORK, 
FOR HE WHO BLESSES IS BLESSED. "...but he that follows vain 
persons," he who cleaves to the Other Side, which follows vain 
persons, surely "shall have poverty enough." Rabbi Yosi said to him, 
Happy are you to have merited this.
 

 

142. He then cited A VERSE that comes after THE VERSE, "HE THAT 
TILLS HIS LAND." IT IS, "A faithful man shall abound with 
blessings" (Mishlei 28:20), which alludes to a man who has faith in 
the Holy One, blessed be He, such as Rabbi Yesa Saba (the elder), 
who, though he had food for that day, did not set the table before 
praying for food before the holy King. After praying and asking for 
nourishment from the King, he would set the table. He always said: 
Let us not set the table until NOURISHMENT is given from the King's 
house.
 

 

143. "But he who makes haste to be rich shall not go 
unpunished" (Mishlei 28:20), because he did not want to study the 
Torah, which is life in this world and life in the world to come. Now is 
the time to be occupied with the Torah. Let us do so.
 

 

144. The man opened with the mystery of the dream. He said: "And 
Yosef remembered the dreams which he had dreamed about them." 
HE ASKS ABOUT THE WORDS: "And Yosef remembered the 
dreams." Why did Yosef remember the dreams he had about them? 
What would have happened if he forgot them, as Yosef was wise and 
studied the verse, "a prudent man acts with knowledge: but a fool 
lays bare his folly" (Mishlei 13:16)?
 

 

145. HE REPLIES: When Yosef saw them bowing before him with 
their faces to the earth, he remembered the dream he dreamed about 
them, as it is written, "and, lo, my sheaf arose, and also stood 
upright; and, behold, your sheaves stood round about, and bowed 
down to my sheaf" (Beresheet 37:7). For when he saw his brothers 
prostrating themselves before him, as it is written, "and Yosef's 
brothers came, and bowed themselves down before him with their 
faces to the earth", then, "Yosef remembered of the dreams which he 
had dreamed," that is, he saw them coming true. THUS, "AND 
YOSEF REMEMBERED THE DREAMS" MEANS THAT HE SAW THAT 
THEY CAME TRUE.
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146. "And Yosef remembered the dreams which he had dreamed" 
can also mean that he was reminded of them because there is no 
forgetfulness before the Holy One, blessed be He. A man should 
remember a good dream, so it is not forgotten, for then it is realized. 
But if it is forgotten by him, it is forgotten ABOVE AND DOES NOT 
COME TRUE.
 

 

147. Come and behold: A dream that was not interpreted resembles 
an unopened letter, FOR THE DREAMER DOES NOT DERIVE ANY 
BENEFIT FROM IT. Come and behold: He who does not remember 
THE DREAM acts as if he did not know HOW TO INTERPRET IT. 
Therefore, whoever forgets his dream and cannot recall it, will find 
his dream unfulfilled. Yosef therefore remembered his dream and 
never forgot it, so it would come true. He waited for it all the time. He 
said to them, "You are spies" (Beresheet 42:9). Although he 
remembered the dream, he said nothing except, "You are spies."
 

 

148. Rabbi Yosi continued with the verse, "For a dream comes 
through a multitude of business; and a fool's voice is known by a 
multitude of words" (Kohelet 5:2). HE EXPLAINED THAT "a dream 
comes through a multitude of business" means there are many who 
help the dream endure, including chiefs and grades upon grades, for 
some dreams are all truth and some contain both truth and lies, 
THAT IS, ONE PART WILL COME TRUE AND ANOTHER WILL NOT. 
But the truly righteous are shown no lies in their dreams; they are 
shown only truth.
 

 

149. Come and behold: It is written of Daniel, "Then to Daniel, in a 
vision of the night," NAMELY, IN A DREAM, "the secret was 
revealed" (Daniel 2:19) and "Daniel had a dream and visions of his 
head as he lay upon his bed: then he wrote his dream" (Daniel 7:1). 
Had the dream contained lies, the book of Daniel would not be 
among the scriptures. But when the souls of the truly righteous 
ascend during sleep, only holy beings join them. These holy beings 
tell them true words, enduring words, that never lie.
 

 

150. You may say that King David never had a good dream. It may be 
concluded that he saw untrue things. YET IN FACT HE WAS FULL 
OF KINDNESS AND THE GRACE OF HASHEM. HE ANSWERS, Surely 
it was because he spent his days shedding blood and engaging in 
war. Thus all his dreams were bad dreams about destruction, waste, 
blood, and bloodshed, and not peaceful dreams.
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151. It may be asked how a good man could POSSIBLY be shown a 
bad dream. HE REPLIES: Surely all the evil is destined to cleave to 
those who transgress the words of the Torah, and the punishment 
destined for them in the world of truth was seen BY KING DAVID, so 
that the fear of his Master will be upon him at all times. THIS 
SETTLES THE QUESTION, HOW HE COULD HAVE SEEN UNTRUE 
THINGS? HE SAW THEM IN RELATION TO SINNERS, FOR WHOM 
THEY WERE REAL. HE WAS SHOWN THIS TO AROUSE THE FEAR 
OF HEAVEN IN HIM. It has been said with regard to the verse, "and 
Elohim does it, so that men should fear before him" (Kohelet 3:14) 
that it is a bad dream WHICH CAUSES A MAN TO BE FEARFUL. A 
righteous man is therefore shown a bad dream, as we have already 
said.
  

152. Come and behold; We have learned that when a man has a 
dream, he should speak about it,. He SHOULD SEEK AN 
INTERPRETATION before his friends, whose wishes will be favorable 
toward him and whose words will be expressed for his good. Thus 
THEIR wishes and words will be for the good. Their wishes, which is 
thought, NAMELY CHOCHMAH, is the beginning of everything, OF 
THE SFIROT, and the word, NAMELY, MALCHUT, is the completion 
of everything, OF THE SFIROT. Thus it is made whole by the 
supernal mystery, BECAUSE OF THE PRESENCE OF THE 
BEGINNING AND THE END OF THE SFIROT, and all of it comes true. 
MOREOVER, they ask for compassion for that man and ask that the 
good interpretation THEY GAVE will endure. Thus all is as it should 
be.
 

 

153. The Holy One, blessed be He, then lets each man interpret his 
dream according to his worth and grade. The Jew said: Assuredly, 
the dream is but for the righteous man, who sees dreams properly.
 

 

154. Come and behold: When a man sleeps in his bed, his soul 
departs and roams in the world above. It enters wherever it can, and 
camps of spirits that hover in the world meet the soul. If THAT MAN 
is righteous, THE SOUL ascends and sees good things. If he is not 
righteous, THE SOUL holds to the other side and is told lies or 
things that will happen in the near future.
 

 

155. Therefore, a man who is not righteous is shown a good but 
untruthful dream, so that he will turn from the way of truth. Once he 
turns, he is defiled, for whoever comes to be purified is purified, and 
whoever comes to be defiled is defiled. Assuredly this is so, as we 
have already learned.
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156. They sat till dawn. Rabbi Yosi said: Surely the name of Yosef 
was not mentioned among the standards, as it is written, "the 
standard of the camp of Efraim" (Bemidbar 2:18), rather than, "the 
standard of the camp of Yosef." The reason for this is that he exalted 
himself above his brothers, as we have already learned.
 

 

157. The Jew said: Surely I have heard that Yosef is of the world of 
the male, BEING OF YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and all the tribes were 
of the world of the female, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH. Yosef 
therefore had no part in the standards, being of the world of the male.
 

 

158. It is written, "We (Heb. nachnu) are all one man's 
sons" (Beresheet 42:11). HE ASKS: Why is it written nachnu instead 
of the standard form anachnu? Why is the Aleph missing? HE 
ANSWERS, Because the secret of the Covenant, WHICH IS YOSEF, 
was not among them, the Aleph was gone AND IT WAS WRITTEN 
NACHNU. Thus, because the Aleph is male and Bet is female, the 
Aleph, YOSEF, was gone and only the female LETTERS OF nachnu 
remained with the Shechinah, WHICH CONTAINS THE SECRET OF 
THE TRIBES.
 

 

159. They later said: "We (Heb. anachnu) are true men" (Beresheet 
42:11) with the letter Aleph added. They said it, yet knew not what 
they said, for it was because of Yosef that they uttered the complete 
word anachnu. How do we know this? From the verse, "And they 
said, 'Your servants are twelve, we are (Heb. anachnu) 
brothers'" (Beresheet 42:13), including Yosef. Thus, when YOSEF 
was included, they said anachnu, and when he was not, they said 
nachnu.
 

 

160. Rabbi Yosi said: All the things we have said delighted the Holy 
One, blessed be He, because the Shechinah did not depart from 
here. This is in accordance with the verse, "Then, they who feared 
Hashem spoke to one another: and Hashem hearkened, and heard it, 
and a book of remembrance was written before Him for those who 
feared Hashem and took heed of His name" (Malachi 3:16).
 

 

 
 
10. "And he put them all together into custody" 
The verses relate the twelve signs of the zodiac to the twelve sons of Ya'akov and the twelve tribes of Israel. Yosef, who shows mercy to his 
treacherous brother, becomes a Patriarch. Rabbi Elazar speculates on the hidden meaning of this occurrence. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Celestial influences arising from the twelve Signs impel, but they do not compel. 
We have the power to rise above their influence. We transcend the signs and their corresponding negative influences as we visually connect with 
these ancient mystical texts.

161. "And he put them all together into custody for three 
days" (Beresheet 42:17). Rabbi Elazar asked: Why for three days? 
HE ANSWERS, These three days correspond to the days of Shchem, 
of which it is written, "And it came to pass on the third day, when 
they were in pain" (Beresheet 34: 25).
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162. Come and behold: It is written with regard to this, "And Yosef 
said to them on the third day, 'this do, and live'." This teaches us 
that he did not act toward them as they did toward Shchem. They 
made the people of Shchem accept upon them this (Heb. zot)-THE 
NUKVA CALLED 'THIS', and the secret of the covenant, BECAUSE 
THE COVENANT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YESOD, IS ATTACHED 
TO HER. And when they were circumcised, they were killed and not 
one witness was left. But he said: It is written, "This do, and live," 
THAT IS, HE WILL LET THEM LIVE. The reason is that "I fear the 
Elohim" who keeps the Covenant. And everything he did was only 
for the sake of Binyamin, THAT IS, TO MAKE THEM BRING 
BINYAMIN.
 

 

163. "And they said one to the other, truly we are guilty" (Beresheet 
42:21). The phrase, "one to another (lit. 'man to his brother')" refers 
to Shimon and Levi, just as in an earlier passage, "And they said one 
to another, behold, this dreamer comes" (Beresheet 37:19). Both 
verses refer to Shimon and Levi.
 

 

164. Come and behold: Who is the "man" and who is "his brother?" 
HE ANSWERS, The man is Shimon, who is here mentioned as man, 
as he is elsewhere, FOR EXAMPLE IN THE VERSE, "And behold, a 
man of the children of Yisrael came" (Bemidbar 25:6). In both verses, 
the man is Shimon. And since he repented, he cried and felt remorse 
for what he did and said to Levi, "Truly we are guilty." Therefore 
WHEN HE REPENTED, Shimon's sign became Taurus. THERE ARE 
TWELVE SIGNS THAT CORRESPOND TO THE TWELVE TRIBES, 
ARIES TO REUVEN, TAURUS TO SHIMON, AND SO ON. Shimon's 
sign is Taurus, just as Yosef's sign is, as it is written, "His firstling 
bullock, majesty is his" (Devarim 33:17).
 

 

 
 
11. "And took from them Shimon" 
This passage comments on the mercy Yosef shows his brothers. The commentators assert that even idolaters are not punished if they live in peace. 
The secret meaning of circumcision and its relation to the Covenant are also discussed. Whoever is charitable in this world is free of harsh 
judgment in the next. Thus, like Yosef, we are encouraged to turn the other cheek and leave vengeance to the Lord. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
Judgments decreed against us are measured and meted out in accordance to the degree and severity of the judgments we pass on our friends and 
foes. Trust in The Creator encompasses certainty in the laws of cause and effect, which dictate that all our enemies will be correctly judged without 
our having to participate in the correction process. A person who has attained spiritual enlightenment accepts any wrongs committed against him 
as payment for negative actions he may have committed in the past. This wise perspective is stimulated by the Divine Light of this Hebrew script.

165. He therefore "took from them Shimon" (Beresheet 42:24) so that 
he would not indict him together with Levi. For when they came 
together, Shimon and Levi might bring accusations. The phrase, 
"and bound him before their eyes" means that he arrested him only 
in front of their eyes. When they left, he gave him food and drink.
 

 

166. It may be said that Yosef acted according to the verse, "If your 
enemy is hungry, give him bread to eat; and if he is thirsty, give him 
water to drink" (Mishlei 25:21). FOR THIS REASON HE FED SHIMON, 
WHO WAS HIS ENEMY. How could the righteous Yosef have 
behaved in such a manner? As he verse ends with the words, "for 
you shall heap coals of fire on his head, and Hashem shall reward 
you." IT IS NOT SEEMLY FOR A RIGHTEOUS MAN TO TAKE 
REVENGE UPON HIS BROTHER.
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167. HE ANSWERS, Heaven forbid that Yosef had such intentions. 
His conduct toward him was only that of a man toward his brother, 
and in no other way. And not to him alone, but to all his brothers he 
behaved so, as it is written, "Then Yosef gave orders to fill their 
sacks with grain, and to restore every man's money into his sack, 
and to give them provision for the way: and thus it was 
performed" (Beresheet 42:25), all to be brotherly toward them.
 

 

168. Rabbi Yosi continued with the verse, "Though they are at peace, 
and likewise many, even so they shall be cut down, and it shall pass 
away. Though I have afflicted you, I will afflict you no 
more" (Nachum 1:12). This verse has been explained as follows: 
When the people are peaceful, with no dissension in their midst, the 
Holy One, blessed be He, has pity on them, and Judgment has no 
sway. Even if they worship idols, if they are at peace, no judgment 
has power over them. It can also be explained in relation to the 
verse, "Efraim is joined to idols: let him alone" (Hoshea 4:17). IT 
MEANS THAT EVEN THOUGH THEY SERVE IDOLS, IF THEY ARE 
JOINED, LET HIM ALONE.
 

 

169. HE ASKS: What then is the meaning of the phrase, "even so 
they shall be cut down (also: 'shorn')?" HE ANSWERS, As it talks of 
peace in the beginning, here IT likewise TALKS of peace, which 
means charity. For charity is peace, and whoever promotes charity, 
promotes peace above and below. Hence the scripture reads, "even 
so they shall be shorn, and it shall pass away." The word "shorn" 
REFERS TO those who shear their money for charity. "EVEN SO" 
INDICATES THAT AS THE BEGINNING TALKS OF PEACE, HERE 
ALSO IT TALKS OF PEACE, NAMELY, CHARITY, AS HAS BEEN 
EXPLAINED. Of the phrase, "It shall pass away," HE ASKS: Should it 
have been written: "they shall pass away" IN THE PLURAL, JUST AS 
IT IS WRITTEN, "THEY WILL...BE CUT DOWN." Why is it written, "it 
shall pass away?" HE REPLIES: The subject is wrathful judgment, 
just as in the verse, "until the indignation be overpast" (Yeshayah 
26:20); IT MEANS until judgment passes away from them.
 

 

170. Another explanation is that the verse: "Thus says Hashem, 
though (if) they are a peace (also: 'whole')," refers to Yisrael, to 
whom the Holy One, blessed be He, gave an everlasting covenant, 
NAMELY, CIRCUMCISION, to keep always, so as to be whole on all 
sides-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCUT above and below, 
that are NETZACH AND HOD. If man does not guard the covenant at 
all times, he is defective in every respect. How do we know this? 
From the verse, "Walk before me, and be perfect" (Beresheet 17:1). 
Perfect means whole, and we derive from this that before the 
covenant was established in him, BEFORE HE WAS CIRCUMCISED, 
he was defective.
 

 

171. Therefore, "if they be whole" MEANS if they observe the precept 
OF CIRCUMCISION, and are therefore whole instead of defective; 
"and likewise many," NAMELY they will increase and multiply, for 
souls come into the world only through the covenant. "And they 
shall be cut down" REFERS TO THE FIRST PHRASE: "If they be 
whole" and constantly guard THE COVENANT, namely, "they shall 
be cut down" those who are circumcised, and accept upon hem the 
covenant. "CUT DOWN" IS DERIVED FROM SHEARING AND 
CUTTING. Then "it shall pass away", the filth of the foreskin that was 
upon them.
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172. Another interpretation of "Thus says Hashem, 'If they be whole 
and likewise many'" is that these are the children of Ya'akov, who, as 
long as they were with Yosef, were whole, because they were joined 
with the covenant, WHICH IS YOSEF. "Even so they shall be cut 
down (Heb. nagozu)" MEANS when they went away and left Yosef 
and Shimon. NAGOZU IS DERIVED FROM PASSING AWAY, AS IN "IT 
IS SOON PAST (HEB. GAZ), AND WE FLY AWAY" (TEHILIM 90:10). 
Then "it shall pass away" means that then Judgment is passed upon 
them, as it is written, "and Hashem will pass through to smite 
Egypt" (Shemot 12:23). IN BOTH VERSES, PASS ALLUDES TO 
JUDGMENT.
 

 

173. Come and behold: There is harsh Judgment and mild Judgment. 
The harsh Judgment is strong, and the mild weak. When the mild 
Judgment is nourished from the harsh, it becomes powerful.
 

 

174. When judgment is executed upon Yisrael, it is mild and not 
strengthened by harsh Judgment. When executed upon idolatrous 
nations, the mild Judgment is strengthened by the supernal harsh 
Judgment. This is the meaning of the verse "and Hashem will pass 
(Heb. ve'avar) through to smite Egypt." The word "ve'avar" also 
means that he was filled with wrath (Heb. evra) and indignation, 
which was supported by harsh Judgment. In this same verse, pass 
away MEANS THAT HE IS FILLED WITH WRATH, ALTHOUGH IT IS 
MILD JUDGMENT NOT POWERED BY HARSH JUDGMENT, 
BECAUSE IT IS EXECUTED UPON YISRAEL. And come and behold: 
When ten gather together in the synagogue and one of them leaves, 
then the Holy One, blessed be He, is angered with him. FOR THE 
BROTHERS OF YOSEF WERE TEN. AFTER THEY SEPARATED 
FROM YOSEF AND SHIMON THEY REMAINED NINE, AND THE HOLY 
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, BECAME ANGRY.
  

175. Another explanation of the verse, "Even so they shall be cut 
down (Heb. nagozu)" is that when evil actions are removed from 
them (HEB. NAGOZU, IN THE SAME MEANING AS "IT IS SOON PAST 
[GAZ]), then "it shall pass away." Who shall pass away? Rabbi 
Shimon answered, When the soul leaves this world, it is sentenced 
to several punishments before going to its place. Afterward, all the 
souls have to pass through and wash in the flowing Nahar Dinur 
(river of fire). Of whoever will rise and pass the river fearlessly, it is 
written, "Who shall ascend into the mountain of Hashem?" (Tehilim 
24:3) The soul of the righteous passes without fear and "shall stand 
in his holy place" (Ibid.).
 

 

176. Whoever is charitable in the world and gives from his money to 
charity passes that place, NAHAR DINUR (THE RIVER OF FIRE,) 
without fear. The crier proclaims before the soul, "and though I have 
afflicted you, I will afflict you no more" (Nachum 1:12), WHICH IS 
THE LAST PHRASE IN THE VERSE. For whoever merited to pass 
Nahar Dinur (the river of fire) is free of judgments.
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177. Come and behold: Why was all that passed between Yosef and 
his brothers RECORDED IN THE TORAH? HE ANSWERS, The Torah 
is of truth, all her ways are holy. There is not one word in the Torah 
that does not contain holy and supernal mysteries and ways in 
which men can be strengthened.
 

 

178. He opened the discussion with the verse, "Do not say, I will 
repay evil" (Mishlei 20:22). Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed 
be He, created man so he would strengthen himself in the Torah and 
walk the way of truth, staying on the right side and avoiding the left. 
Because MEN should walk on the right side, they have to increase 
love between them, AS LOVE IS OF THE RIGHT SIDE, and avoid 
hatred among them, AS HATRED IS OF THE LEFT SIDE, so as not to 
weaken the right, which is the place to which Yisrael cleave.
 

 

179. Come and behold: For this purpose, the Good Inclination and 
the Evil Inclination exist. Yisrael should make the Good Inclination 
master over the evil through good deeds. If a man turns to the left, 
the Evil Inclination overpowers the good, and the defective one, THE 
EVIL INCLINATION, is made whole through his sin, for the ugly one 
only becomes whole through men's sins.
 

 

180. A man should therefore be careful lest the Evil Inclination be 
made whole through his sins. He should always be guarded, to make 
whole the Good Inclination instead of the evil. Therefore, "Do not 
say, I will repay (also: 'complete') evil" BECAUSE THROUGH 
HATRED YOU SHALL INCREASE THE POWER OF THE LEFT AND 
COMPLETE THE EVIL INCLINATION. Only say, "wait on Hashem, and 
He will save you."
 

 

181. Another explanation of the verse, "Do not say, I will repay evil," 
is that it has the same meaning as the verse, "Whoever rewards evil 
for good" (Mishlei 17:13). One should not repay a person who did 
him good with evil, because "whoever rewards evil for good, evil 
shall not depart from his house." But even if a person caused him 
evil, he must not reward evil with evil, but "wait on Hashem, and He 
will save you."
 

 

182. This verse has been explained in relation to Yosef the 
Righteous, who did not wish to repay his brothers with evil when 
they fell into his hands, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "DO NOT SAY, I WILL 
REPAY EVIL; but wait on Hashem, and He will save you" (Mishlei 
20:22). For he feared the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written, 
"This do, and live: I fear Elohim" (Beresheet 42:18). He always waited 
on the Holy One, blessed be He.
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183. Rabbi Aba opened with the verse, "Counsel in the heart of man 
is like deep water; but a man of understanding will draw it 
out" (Mishlei. 20:5). "Counsel in the heart of man is like deep water" 
refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, who gave counsel by bringing 
about events by the hands of Yosef to fulfill the decree of famine 
upon the world. "But a man of understanding will draw it out" refers 
to Yosef, who revealed the deep meanings of the decree of the Holy 
One, blessed be He, over the world THROUGH THE 
INTERPRETATION OF THE DREAM.
 

 

184. Come and behold: Yosef not only abstained from causing evil to 
his brothers, he also did kindness and truth by them. This is always 
the way of the righteous. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He, 
always has compassion for them in this world and the world to come.
 

 

185. "Counsel in the heart of man is like deep water" can also refer 
to Yehuda when he approached Yosef on behalf of Binyamin. The 
phrase, "a man of understanding will draw it out," refers to Yosef 
WHEN HE MADE HIMSELF KNOWN TO HIS BROTHERS.
 

 

186. Rabbi Aba sat at the gate of the city Lod. He saw a man sitting 
on a ledge PROTRUDING from a mountainside. He was weary from 
the road, so he sat down and slept. While he was sleeping, he saw a 
snake coming toward him. A reptile emerged and killed the snake. 
When the man woke, he saw the dead snake. He stood up and the 
ledge, WHICH HAD BEEN TORN FROM THE MOUNTAIN, fell to the 
valley below. Thus, he was saved, FOR HAD HE RISEN A MOMENT 
LATER, HE WOULD HAVE FALLEN TOGETHER WITH THE LEDGE 
INTO THE VALLEY AND BEEN KILLED.
 

 

187. Rabbi Aba came to him and said: What have you done that the 
Holy One, blessed be He, performed for you two miracles-SAVING 
YOU FROM THE SNAKE AND FROM THE LEDGE THAT FELL-for 
these events did not happen without reason.
 

 

188. The man said: In all my days, I forgave and made peace with any 
man who did evil by me. If I could not make peace with him, I did not 
sleep on my bed before forgiving him and all those who grieved me. 
Thus, I did not harbor hatred all that day for the harm he did me. 
Moreover, from that day on, I tried to do kindness by them.
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189. Rabbi Aba wept and said: This man's deeds exceed those of 
Yosef. As for Yosef, those WHO INJURED HIM were his brothers. 
Assuredly, he should have pitied them FROM BROTHERHOOD. But 
this one behaved so TO ANY MAN, so he is greater than Yosef and is 
worthy to have the Holy One, blessed be He, perform one miracle 
after the other for his sake.
  

190. He opened the discussion with the verse, "He that walks 
uprightly walks surely: but he that perverts his ways shall be found 
out" (Mishlei 10:9). "He that walks uprightly" refers to the man who 
walks the ways of the Torah. He will "walk surely" for no fiend in the 
world will be able to harm him. "...but he that perverts his ways shall 
be found out." HE ASKS: Who shall be found out? HE ANSWERS, He 
who deviates from the way of truth and plans to repay his friend 
EVIL FOR EVIL, THEREBY TRANSGRESSING THE STRICTURE IN 
THE VERSE, "YOU SHALL NOT AVENGE, NOR BEAR ANY 
GRUDGE" (VAYIKRA 19:18). The phrase, "shall be found out" means 
that he will be recognized by all the prosecutors, who will not forget 
the image of that man and will bring him account MEASURE FOR 
MEASURE. THE SCRIPTURE therefore READS, "shall be found out."
 

 

191. Come and behold: He who walks the way of truth is hidden by 
the Holy One, blessed be He, so that he will not be found nor 
recognized by the prosecutors, "but he that perverts his ways shall 
be found out" and will be known to them. Happy are the men who 
walk the way of truth, walk surely in the world, and have no fear in 
this world or the world to come.
 

 

 
 
12. "And the men were afraid, because they were brought into Yosef's house" 
The Zohar comments on the fear felt by Yosef's brothers. It meditates on the nature of sin and evil, and asserts that only by concentrating on the 
Day of Judgment at all times, and by avoiding wine, pride, and fornication, can we be free of the Evil Inclination. Whoever has sins on his hands is 
always afraid; thus, Joseph's brothers were full of fear when they were brought into his house. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
A literal interpretation of biblical text limits it to extremist views that can be misconstrued as puritanical. The Kabbalists of antiquity shed light on 
the deeper significance of the above verses. Fear of sin and the avoidance of wine, pride, and infidelity are not just moral values rooted in religious 
authority. Rather, there is a practical benefit to engaging in positive behavior. Kabbalah teaches us how to elevate all physical activity to the level of 
the spiritual. For example, relations between a man and wife are made more passionate when a man directs his sexual drive exclusively towards his 
spouse, limiting carnal activity to the spiritual confines of his marriage. Similarly, wine draws down enormous spiritual Light when used as part of a 
blessing, but brings alcoholism and spiritual darkness when used for self-indulgent purposes. Our eyes are opened to these insightful truths as we 
peruse these passages.

192. "And the men were afraid, because they were brought into 
Yosef's house" (Beresheet 43:18): Rabbi Yosi said: Woe to the men, 
who do not know nor reflect upon the ways of the Torah. Woe to 
them at the time the Holy One, blessed be He, will demand justice for 
their deeds, when the body and soul will rise to account for all they 
did before the soul separated from the body.
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193. That day is the day of Judgment, when the books WHERE 
MEN'S DEEDS ARE WRITTEN are open, the prosecutors are in place, 
and the serpent is ready to bite. All the members of the body quiver 
before it, and the soul is separated from the body to roam and hover 
without knowing where it should go and to which place it will be 
raised.
 

 

194. Woe to that day, a day of ire and wrath. It behooves man, then, 
to face his Evil Inclination and remember that he will have to stand in 
the King's judgment and that he will be put beneath the ground to 
rot, while the soul will be separated from him.
 

 

195. We have learned that a man should always apply himself to 
arousing the Good Inclinationagainst the Evil Inclination. If evil 
departs, that is fine; if not, he should study the Torah, for only the 
Torah breaks the evil inclination. If evil departs, that is fine; if not, 
man should remind him of his dying day in order to break him.
 

 

196. We have to study this further. The Evil Inclinationis the Angel of 
Death. Why should the Angel of Death be broken just before the day 
of death, seeing that it is he who delights in killing MEN? Indeed, he 
leads them astray to bring DEATH upon them.
 

 

197. HE ANSWERS, Surely we have learned that it behooves man to 
be reminded of his dying day in order to break his heart, for the Evil 
Inclinationdwells only in a place of intoxication and pride. When a 
broken spirit dwells in man, evil departs and does not stay with him. 
One should therefore be reminded of his dying day so that his spirit 
will be crushed and the Evil Inclinationwill go away.
 

 

198. Come and behold: The Good Inclinationrequires the joy of the 
Torah and the Evil Inclinationthe joy of wine, fornication, and pride. 
Therefore, a man should always vex him by mention of that great 
day, the day of judgment, the day of reckoning, for there is nothing 
that protects man except the good deeds that he performs in this 
world.
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199. Come and behold: "And the men were afraid, because they were 
brought into Yosef's house." With all their might and strength, one 
youth who brought them into Yosef's house MADE THEM afraid. 
How much more SHOULD WE BE AFRAID when the Holy One, 
blessed be He, will demand justice of man?
 

 

200. Hence, a man should strive in this world to be strengthened by 
the Holy One, blessed be He, and put his trust in Him. And though he 
sinned, if he fully repents, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, is able 
TO OVERLOOK A WRONG AND FORGIVE HIM. And the man could 
fortify himself in the Holy One, blessed be He, as if he had never 
sinned.
 

 

201. The tribes were afraid because they sinned in stealing Yosef. 
They would not have been afraid at all, had they not sinned. For 
man's sins break his heart and strength. Why? Because the Good 
Inclinationis crushed within him, and he has no power to overcome 
the evil inclination. It is therefore written, "What man there is that is 
fearful and fainthearted" (Devarim 20:8), "that is fearful" of the sins 
upon his hands, which break a man's heart.
 

 

202. Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be He, exacted 
payments for generations for the tribes' sin OF SELLING YOSEF, for 
nothing is lost before the Holy One, blessed be He, and He demands 
payment from one generation to the next. Judgment stands before 
him constantly until exacted. And judgment abides where it should 
BE.
 

 

203. How do we know this? From Chizkiyahu, who sinned by 
revealing to the idolatrous nations the mysteries of the Holy One, 
blessed be He, which he should not have done. The Holy One, 
blessed be He, sent Yeshayahu, who said to him, "Behold, days are 
coming that all that is in your house, and that which your fathers 
have laid up in store until this day, shall be carried to 
Babylon" (Yeshayah 39:6).
 

 

204. Come and behold what that sin caused. It exposed what was 
hidden and, once it was revealed, an opening was given FOR THE 
OTHER SIDE TO RULE. Therefore, blessing abides only in secret 
places, as has been already explained. Blessings dwell on all that is 
undisclosed. Once it is revealed, there is an opening for another 
place to have dominion over it.
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205. It is written, "all that honored her despise her, because they 
have seen her nakedness" (Eichah 1:8). This alludes to the kingdom 
of Babylon, where a present was sent to Jerusalem, as it is written, 
"At that time, Merodach Baladan, the son of Baladan, king of 
Babylon, sent letters and a present to Chizkiyahu" (Yeshayah 39:1).
 

 

206. In the letters it was written, Peace be to Chizkiyah, the king of 
Yehuda, peace be to the great Elohim, and peace be to Jerusalem. 
Once he delivered the letter, he thought, I have not done well in 
greeting the servant before his master. He rose from his throne, took 
three steps, and retrieved the letter. He wrote another letter in its 
stead, saying, Peace be to the great Elohim, peace to Jerusalem, and 
peace be to Chizkiyah. These are "all that honored her."
 

 

207. Afterwards, they "despise her." Why did they "despise her?" 
"Because they have seen her nakedness", THAT IS, Chizkiyah 
showed it to them, and were it not for that, they would not have 
despised her. Because Chizkiyah was righteous, retribution was late 
in coming and came not in his days, as it is written, "But there shall 
be peace and truth in my days" (Yeshayah 39:8). Later, the Holy One, 
blessed be He, visited His children on account of that sin.
 

 

208. Similarly, the sin of the tribes was deferred until a later time, for 
judgment above had no power over them until the time arrived to 
exact payments. Thus, whoever has sins on his hands is always 
afraid, as it is written, "And you shall fear day and night" (Devarim 
28:66). Therefore, "And the men were afraid, because they were 
brought into Yosef's house."
 

 

 
 
13. "And he saw Binyamin" 
Hope deferred is a heart sickness but desire fulfilled is a Tree of Life. Rabbi Chiya comments on this verse, to the effect that the negative angel 
Satan attends those who pray with a specific result in mind--but God quickly answers the prayers of the pure in heart. Thus, Benjamin came quickly 
to Yosef. The passage then digresses into a lament for the destruction of the Temple and the pains of Exile. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The Evil Inclination exploits the action of prayer by stimulating feelings of self-righteousness. For this reason, most prayers go unanswered. A 
holier-than-thou attitude distinguishes the religious approach to prayer from the authentically spiritual perspective. The latter is replete with 
humility, while the religious approach fosters conceit and certitude in one's own purity and devotion. The cleansing power of this passage purifies 
our souls, so that we may humbly ask The Creator for what we truly need.
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209. "And he lifted up his eyes, and saw his brother Binyamin, his 
mother's son" (Beresheet 43:29). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion 
with the verse, "Hope deferred makes the heart sick (lit. 'is a heart 
sickness'), but desire fulfilled is a Tree of Life" (Mishlei 13:12). From 
this verse, we have learned that a man should not, when he prays to 
the Holy One, blessed be He, check whether HIS SALVATION has 
come or not. What is the reason for this? When he looks for it, many 
accusers come to examine his deeds.
 

 

210. It is a secret that his examination during prayer causes a heart 
sickness. The sickness of heart is he who always stands by man to 
indict him above and below, NAMELY THE SATAN.
 

 

211. "But desire fulfilled is a Tree of Life." We have learned that he 
who wants the Holy One, blessed be He, to accept his prayer, should 
study the Torah, which is the Tree of Life. Then, "desire is fulfilled 
(lit. 'comes')." Desire is the grade presiding over all the prayers in 
the world, NAMELY THE NUKVA. It brings them before the highest 
King, ZEIR ANPIN. This verse says "comes" just as elsewhere it is 
written, "in the evening she comes" (Ester 2:14). IN BOTH VERSES, 
THE WORD COMES ALLUDES TO THE NUKVA. The meaning of 
"desire comes" is that she comes before the highest King TO BE 
JOINED WITH HIM in order to grant the wish of he WHO PRAYS TO 
FULFILL HIS REQUEST.
 

 

212. Another explanation of the verse, "Hope deferred is a heart 
sickness" is that it refers to a place where prayer is misdirected, A 
PLACE CALLED "SICKNESS OF HEART." It is slow in coming and is 
passed from hand to hand. Sometimes SALVATION never comes. 
Why? Because it is passed FROM HAND TO HAND by all the 
chieftains to be brought down into the world.
 

 

213. "...but desire comes is a Tree of Life": When hope is not passed 
by all the chieftains and Chariots FROM HAND TO HAND, the Holy 
One, blessed be He, gives it immediately. For when it is passed by 
the chieftains and Chariots, numerous accusers are given 
permission to examine it and look at the indictments before granting 
him HIS SALVATION. But whatever comes from the King's house 
and is given to man, whether he deserves it or not, is given to him at 
once. This is the meaning of the phrase, "but desire comes is a Tree 
of Life"; it comes immediately.
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214. Another explanation of "hope deferred" is that it refers to 
Ya'akov whose hope to see Yosef was long deferred. And "but desire 
comes is a Tree of Life" refers to Binyamin, for only a short time 
elapsed between Yosef's request for him and his arrival; the time 
elapsed was short. It is written, "And he lifted up his eyes, and saw 
his brother Binyamin, his mother's son." Why does the scripture 
read, "his mother's son?" Because he had his mother's image, he 
was her very image. Therefore the verse reads, "And he lifted up his 
eyes, and saw his brother Binyamin, his mother's son."
 

 

215. Rabbi Yosi said: It is written earlier, "And Yosef saw Binyamin 
with them" (Beresheet 43:16), and now "he lifted up his eyes, and 
saw his brother Binyamin." What did he see here? HE ANSWERS, He 
saw through the Holy Spirit that Binyamin will have a place in the 
Holy Land along with his brothers, and that the Shechinah will dwell 
in the place of Binyamin and Yehuda, for he saw the Temple 
standing upon their portion. This is the meaning of the phrase, "And 
Yosef saw Binyamin with them." But Yosef, his brother, did not see 
HIMSELF sharing the portion IN WHICH THE TEMPLE WOULD 
STAND.
 

 

216. When "he lifted up his eyes, and saw his brother Binyamin, his 
mother's son" (Beresheet 43:29) AND SAW THE TEMPLE STANDING 
ON HIS PORTION, then it is written, "And Yosef made haste, for his 
affection was kindled towards his brother and he sought where to 
weep; and he entered into his chamber, and wept there" (Beresheet 
43:30), BECAUSE HE SAW THE DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE.
  

217. Rabbi Chizkiyah quoted the verse, "The burden of the valley of 
vision. What ails you now, that you are wholly gone up to the 
housetops" (Yeshayah 22:1). Come and behold: It has been said that 
when the Temple was destroyed and consumed by fire, all the 
priests went up to the roofs of the Temple with all the Temple's keys 
in their hands. They said "until now we have been your treasurers, 
from now on take what is yours."
 

 

218. Yet come and behold: "The valley of vision" is the Shechinah 
who used to be in the Temple, and all the people in the world drew 
prophecy from her. And although the prophets used to prophesize 
from a different place, THAT IS, NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, 
they used to draw their prophecies from her, THE NUKVA. BECAUSE 
NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN GAVE PLENTY TO THE 
SHECHINAH, WHO GAVE THE ILLUMINATION OF NETZACH AND 
HOD TO THE PROPHETS, She is therefore named after prophecy 
"the valley of vision" it has been explained THAT SHE IS CALLED 
vision, because She reflects all the upper hues. THE FOUR HUES OF 
ZEIR ANPIN, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, 
ARE REFLECTED ONLY IN HER. SHE IS THEREFORE CALLED 
VISION.
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219. "What ails you now, that you are wholly gone up to the 
housetops": When the Temple was destroyed, the Shechinah stood 
in all the places She used to inhabit and wept for Her apartment, for 
Yisrael who went into exile, and for all the righteous and the pious 
who perished there. How do we know this? From the words, "A voice 
was heard in Rama, lamentation, and bitter weeping; Rachel weeping 
for her children" (Yirmeyah 31:14). RACHEL WAS THE NAME OF 
THE SHECHINAH, as we have already learned. The Holy One, 
blessed be He, then asked the Shechinah, "What ails you now, that 
you are wholly gone up to the housetops."
 

 

220. HE ASKS: Why does it say that "you are wholly?" It would have 
been sufficient to say that "you are gone up TO THE HOUSETOPS." 
What does wholly mean? HE REPLIES: It includes all the other 
legions and Chariots that all wept with Her for the destruction of the 
Temple. IT IS THEREFORE WRITTEN "THAT YOU ARE WHOLLY 
GONE UP TO THE HOUSETOPS."
 

 

221. Therefore, HE ASKED HER, "What ails you now..." She replied, 
My children are in exile and the Temple burnt, AND YOU DO NOT 
KNOW, and as for me, whatever shall I do here. She said: "You that 
are full of uproar, a tumultuous city, a joyous city: your slain men are 
not slain with the sword, nor dead in battle." "Therefore, said I, 'Look 
away from me; I will weep bitterly'" (Yeshayah 22:2, 4). We have 
learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, replied: "Thus says 
Hashem; keep your voice from weeping..." (Yirmeyah 31:15).
 

 

222. Come and behold: Since the Temple was destroyed, not a day 
has passed without curses. This is because as long as the Temple 
existed, Yisrael could worship and offer burnt offerings and 
sacrifices. The Shechinah hovered about them in the Temple, as a 
mother about her children. All faces were shining, until blessings 
would abide above and below. Not a day passed without blessings 
and delight. Yisrael dwelt securely in their land, and all the world 
was nourished for their sake.
 

 

223. Now that the Temple is destroyed and the Shechinah has gone 
with them into exile, there is not a day without curses. The world is 
accursed, and joys do not dwell above or below.
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224. In days to come, the Holy One, blessed be He, will raise the 
congregation of Yisrael, THE SHECHINAH, from the dust, as it is 
written, "Even them will I bring to my holy mountain, and make them 
joyful in my house of prayer" (Yeshayah 56:7). It is also written, 
"They shall come with weeping, and with supplications will I lead 
them" (Yirmeyah 31:8). Because at first, it is written, "She weeps 
sore in the night, and her tears are on her cheeks" (Eichah 1:2), they 
will afterward return weeping FROM THE EXILE, as it is written, 
"They shall come with weeping."
 

 

 
 
14. "As soon as the morning was light" 
This verse speculates on the meaning of the phrase, "the morning was light." Drawing on many precedents from the Torah, it uses the phrase to 
define the healing powers of God, the bright future of the people of Israel, and the difficulties that will befall their enemies. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
The Light of The Creator can heal all our ailments--but we must have certainty and trust in its power, and we must be conscious of sharing this 
energy with all those in need. These healing forces are summoned forth as we meditate upon the primordial letters of creation.

225. "As soon as the morning was light, the men were sent away, 
they and their asses" (Beresheet 44:3). Rabbi Elazar said: We have 
to study this verse carefully. If they were sent, why should the Torah 
add "they and their asses?" HE ANSWERS, Because scripture reads, 
"and take us for bondsmen, and our asses" (Beresheet 43:18), the 
verse "the men were sent away, they and their asses" teaches us 
that they have not stayed, nor have their asses.
 

 

226. He opened the discussion with the verse, "And Avraham rose 
up early in the morning, and saddled his ass" (Beresheet 22:3). That 
was the morning of Avraham, WHICH IS CHESED. It shone upon THE 
TRIBES due to Avraham, whose merit stood for them and enabled 
them to go in peace and be delivered from Judgment. For at that 
time, Judgment impended upon them to exact payment, and only the 
merit of Avraham's morning protected them. Thus they were sent 
from that place of Judgment, for it had no power over them at the 
time.
 

 

227. Rabbi Yehuda continued with the verse, "And he shall be as the 
light of the morning" (II Shmuel 23:4): This is the light of Avraham's 
morning, NAMELY, THE LIGHT OF CHESED. "When the sun rises" 
refers to the sun of Ya'akov, THE LIGHT OF TIFERET, as it is written, 
"the sun rose upon him" (Beresheet 32:32). "In a morning without 
clouds" means th? morning, THE LIGHT OF CHESED, is not so 
cloudy, BECAUSE JUDGMENTS HAVE NO HOLD UPON IT, but "clear 
shining after rain," WHICH MEANS the brightness that comes 
through rain, the rain of the side of Yitzchak, THE LIGHT OF 
GVURAH, for that rain causes that, "the grass springs out of the 
earth" (II Shmuel 23, 4).
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228. Another explanation of the phrase, "as the light of the morning," 
MEANS THAT by the light of Avraham's morning, THE LIGHT OF 
CHESED, "the sun rises," which is Ya'akov, whose light is as that of 
that morning OF AVRAHAM, BEING THE SECRET OF TIFERET, AND 
SHINES WITH COVERED CHASSADIM DRAWN FROM THE LIGHT OF 
CHESED. The "morning without clouds" is not dark but shining, for 
when morning, THE LIGHT OF CHESED, comes, no judgment has 
sway. All is illuminating on the side of Avraham, THE RIGHT SIDE, 
"in the clear shining after rain": This is the side of Yosef the 
Righteous, who showers upon the earth, THAT IS, YESOD, WHICH 
GIVES PLENTY TO THE NUKVA, to produce grass and all the 
goodness of the world.
 

 

229. Rabbi Shimon said: Come and behold: When night falls and 
spreads its wings upon the world, snow-white asses, WHICH ARE 
SPIRITS IN THE SHAPES OF FEMALE ASSES, ARE APPOINTED TO 
TAKE REVENGE ON THOSE WHO TRANSGRESS RELIGION AND 
THE LAW. They will come out and reign over the world. Numerous 
accusers are aroused on several sides to rule over the world. When 
morning breaks, they all vanish and lose their dominion. Each 
comes to its FIXED position and returns to its place.
 

 

230. Another explanation of the phrase, "the morning was light," is 
that when Avraham's morning breaks, THE REIGN OF THE RIGHT 
BEGINS. "... the men were sent away" refers to the accusers who 
rule by night, "they and their asses": These are the female asses 
THAT ARE APPOINTED OVER THOSE WHO TRANSGRESS religion 
and the law. They come from the side of defilement, being unholy, 
and do not rule and are not seen when morning comes. The female 
asses in charge of sinners are considered the same as male asses.
 

 

231. There are no upper grades that are not divided into right and 
left, into mercy and judgment. There are numerous grades, holy on 
the side of holiness and defiled on the side of defilement. All grades 
stand on top of each other.
 

 

232. Wherever Avraham's morning is awakened into the world, the 
forces of the left are gone and have no sway, for they cannot exist 
on the right side, only on the left. THEREFORE, WHEN MORNING 
ARRIVES, WHICH IS THE REIGN OF THE RIGHT, THEY ARE FORCED 
TO VANISH. The Holy One, blessed be He, made day and night to 
give each its own proper aspect, THE RIGHT TO RULE BY DAY AND 
THE LEFT TO RULE BY NIGHT. Happy is the portion of Yisrael in this 
world and the world to come.
 

 

233. Rabbi Chiya said: "But to you who fear my name, the sun of 
righteousness shall arise with healing in its wings" (Malachi 3:20). 
Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be He, will cause to shine 
upon Yisrael the sun, which, from the day the world was created, He 
concealed from the wicked in the world, as it is written, "And from 
the wicked their light is withheld" (Iyov 38:15).
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234. The Holy One, blessed be He, stored that light, for when it first 
came out, it shone from one end of the world to the other. But when 
He looked upon the generations of Enosh, the generation of the 
Flood, the generation of the Tower of Babylon and all the wicked 
ones, He stored the light.
 

 

235. When Ya'akov came to contend with Esav's minister, who bit his 
thigh, he limped. It is then written, "the sun rose upon 
him" (Beresheet 32:32). What sun is this? It is the sun that was 
stored away, which has healing in it, to heal his thigh. When he was 
healed through that sun, it is written, "And Ya'akov came to Shalem 
(lit. 'whole')" (Beresheet 33:18), meaning he was whole in his body 
and healed.
 

 

236. The Holy One, blessed be He, will therefore uncover that sun in 
the future and shine upon Yisrael, as it is written, "But to you who 
fear my name the sun of righteousness shall arise," the sun of 
righteousness being the sun with which Ya'akov was healed. It is 
"with healing in its wings," because everybody will then be healed. 
When the children of Yisrael rise from the dust, many will be lame 
and blind. The Holy One, blessed be He, will shine the healing sun 
upon them, as it is written, "with healing in it wings."
 

 

237. That sun will then shine from one end of the world to the other. 
Yisrael will be cured, but the idolatrous nations will be burned by it. 
Concerning Yisrael, the verse reads, "Then shall your light break 
forth like the morning, and your health shall spring forth speedily; 
and your righteousness shall go before you; the glory of Hashem 
shall be your rearguard" (Yeshayah 58:8).
 

 

 
 
15. "And to Yosef were born two sons, before the years of famine came" 
The subject of this final passage is the nature of "the days of evil." These are not the days of old age, Rabbi Yitzchak explains, but the "illumination 
of the left." Man should remain chaste in a bad time and not have children, since these "strange" children would descend from the left side--thus, 
Yosef had his sons before the famine struck. Neither should a man go forth into the marketplace during the days of evil, since the world is full of 
"satanic accusers" lying in wait for the unwary. 
The Relevance of this Passage 
A man and woman's thoughts during sexual relations help determine the purity of their unborn child's soul. The purer our thoughts at the moment of 
conception, the finer the grade of soul that is drawn from the Upper Worlds. Because of social pressures and our Evil Inclination, purifying and 
controlling our thoughts is a formidable task. The cleansing attributes of the Hebrew letters in this passage help us to prevail over the world's 
negative influences, and to elevate our thoughts and desires. We draw Light to our children, which helps purify their souls.
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238. Let us return to the subject: "And to Yosef were born two sons 
before the years of famine came" (Beresheet 41:50). Rabbi Yitzchak 
quoted the verse, "And the remnant of Ya'akov shall be in the midst 
of many peoples like dew from Hashem, like the showers upon the 
grass, that tarries not for man, nor waits for the sons of 
men" (Michah 5:6). Come and behold: Every day, when light breaks, 
a bird awakens on a tree in the Garden of Eden and crows three 
times. The twig is straightened, and the crier loudly warns: Whoever 
among you see but see not; exist in the world, yet do not know why; 
do not care for the glory of their Master; and do not study the Torah 
even though it stands before you, it is better for you never to have 
been born. Why should you exist without understanding? Woe to 
you, when the days of evil shall bestir themselves against you and 
banish you from the world.
 

 

239. HE ASKS: What are the days of evil? Can they be days of old 
age? Not so, for days of old age, if man has children and 
grandchildren, are good days. What, then, are days of evil?
 

 

240. They are mentioned in the verse, "Remember now your creator 
in the days of your youth, before the evil days come" (Kohelet 12:1). 
These are not days of old age. The mystery here is that when the 
Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He did it through the 
letters of the Torah. Each letter came before Him, until they came to 
be established by the letter Bet, WHICH IS IN THE SECRET OF 
BLESSING (LIT. 'BERACHAH'), FOR WHICH REASON THE WORLD 
WAS CREATED BY IT. All the alphabets along with their various 
permutations, THE 231 INWARD ALPHABETS AND THE 231 
BACKWARD ALPHABETS, AS WE KNOW, are means WITH WHICH 
to create the world, HAVING RECEIVED THE SECRET OF BLESSING 
FROM THE LETTER BET.
 

 

241. After the letters were permutated INTO AN ALPHABET IN 
WHICH THE LETTERS Tet and Resh appear together, the Tet 
ascended and would not settle together WITH RESH. The Holy One, 
blessed be He, rebuked her and said: Tet, Tet, why do you ascend 
and not settle in your place?' She replied: You have made me the 
first letter in the word Tov (good), and the Torah opened by saying 
"that it was good" IN THE VERSE, "AND ELOHIM SAW THE LIGHT, 
THAT IT WAS GOOD" (BERESHEET 1:3). How could I be united with 
RESH, WHICH IS THE FIRST LETTER IN THE WORD Ra (EVIL)?
 

 

242. He said to her, return to your place, for you have need OF THE 
LETTER RA. For I wish to create man and include both of you 
together in him. Then he will be created, but with you on the right 
and her on the left. The letters Tet and Resh settled together again.
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243. The Holy One, blessed be He, then divided them, AND 
SEPARATED THEIR ILLUMINATION, THE ONE BEING WHOLLY 
GOOD AND THE OTHER WHOLLY EVIL. And He created for each 
certain days and years, THE SECRET OF THE 28 TIMES IN 
KOHELET, the ones to the right and the others to the left, fourteen 
TIMES FOR GOOD AND FOURTEEN FOR EVIL. The ones to the right 
are called days of good, and the ones to the left are called days of 
evil. Solomon said: "before the evil days come" and encompass man 
on account of the sins he committed. Once the days of good and 
days of evil were created, TET AND RESH settled together again to 
be included within man.
 

 

244. David therefore asked: "Why should I fear in the days of evil, 
when the iniquity of my persecutors compasses me about" (Tehilim 
49:6), the days of evil assuredly. There is a mystery in that THE 
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT is called days of famine and years of 
famine, and THE ILLUMINATION OF THE RIGHT is called days of 
plenty and years of plenty.
 

 

245. The secret is that one should not draw forth the source of the 
holy covenant, THAT IS, NOT PERFORM MARITAL DUTY, in days or 
years of famine. Yosef, therefore, the secret of the covenant, closed 
his spring in the year of famine and did not allow it to multiply in the 
world. HENCE THE WORDS, "AND TO YOSEF WERE BORN...
BEFORE THE YEARS OF FAMINE CAME" (BERESHEET 41:50). When 
the year of famine reigns, it behooves man to withhold the spring of 
his holy covenant and not enable THE LEFT to multiply in the world.
 

 

246. Rabbi Shimon said: It is a very deep mystery that when the year 
of famine, THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, has sway, it behooves 
man to stop his source FROM BEGETTING CHILDREN FOR TWO 
REASONS: (1) If he does not stop his source, he would draw upon 
the baby a spirit from the LEFT side, and (2) He would thus give a 
place to that side, thereby strengthening the side of defilement in 
this world at the expense of the side of holiness. Regarding this 
secret, the scripture also reads, "For three things the earth 
quakes" (Mishlei 30:21).
 

 

247. For that reason, Yosef the Righteous, who is the secret of the 
Covenant, ascended to stop his source during the year of famine, so 
as not to mingle at all WITH THE LEFT and prevent it from ruling 
OVER THE RIGHT. Of whoever lets his source flow at that time, it is 
written, "They have dealt treacherously against Hashem: for they 
have begotten strange children" (Hoshea 5:7), for the children HE 
BEGETS DURING THE YEARS OF FAMINE are by necessity strange 
children. ACCORDING TO THE FIRST REASON GIVEN BY RABBI 
SHIMON, HE DRAWS UPON THE BABY A SPIRIT OF THAT SIDE. 
Assuredly, "They have dealt treacherously against Hashem" 
BECAUSE, ACCORDING TO THE SECOND REASON, THEY LET THE 
LEFT BE STRONGER THAN THE RIGHT AND THUS BETRAYED THE 
NAME OF HASHEM. Therefore, happy is the portion of holy Yisrael, 
who did not replace a place of holiness with that of impurity.
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248. Another explanation of the verse, "And to Yosef were born two 
sons before the years of famine came" is that ever since the year of 
famine came to rule, WHICH IS LEFT WITHOUT RIGHT, he closed his 
spring and raised up his source, so as not to give children to the 
side of defilement or exchange a holy place for an impure one, 
THEREBY INCREASING DEFILEMENT AT THE EXPENSE OF 
HOLINESS. A man should await for his Master to come and rule over 
the world, as it is written, "And I will wait upon Hashem, that hides 
His face from the house of Ya'akov, and I will hope for 
Him" (Yeshayah 8:17).
 

 

249. Happy are the righteous who know the ways of the Holy One, 
blessed be He, observe the precepts of the Torah, and follow their 
course, as "the ways of Hashem are right, and the just do walk in 
them: but the transgressors shall stumble in them" (Hoshea 14:10) 
and "But you that did cleave of Hashem your Elohim are alive every 
one of you this day" (Devarim 4:4).
 

 

250. The Holy One, blessed be He, therefore admonished Yisrael to 
sanctify themselves, as it is written, "You shall be holy: for I Hashem 
your Elohim am holy" (Vayikra 19, 2). HE ASKS: Who is "I?" HE 
ANSWERS, It is the Holy One, blessed be He, the sacred kingdom of 
heaven, NAMELY THE NUKVA, while the kingdom of the idolatrous 
nations is called other, as it is written, "For you shall worship no 
other El, for Hashem, whose name is Jealous, is a jealous 
El" (Shemot 34:14).
 

 

251. Come and behold: "I" is the government of this world and of the 
world to come, and everything depends upon it, AS EVERYTHING 
DEPENDS ON THE NUKVA. Whoever cleaves to the "I", NAMELY TO 
THE NUKVA, has a portion in this world and the world to come.
 

 

252. Whoever cleaves to the other one, THE NUKVA OF THE 
HEATHEN, perishes from the world of truth, has no part in the world 
to come and takes part in the impurity of this world. Yet he takes part 
in the defilement of this world, for the kingdom of the heathen has 
numerous legions of accusers through whom it rules over this world.
 

 

253. Therefore Elisha, the other who descended and clove to that 
grade, THE KINGDOM OF THE HEATHEN CALLED OTHER, was 
driven from the world to come. He was not given permission to 
repent, but was expelled from the world of truth, for which reason he 
was named other.
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254. Thus, a man should separate himself from all these sides in 
order not to be defiled by that side and thereby merit this world and 
the world to come. Thus, THIS NUKVA OF HOLINESS is a blessing 
and that NUKVA OF THE HEATHEN is a curse. The one is plenty and 
the other famine. They are direct opposites, as has already been 
explained.
 

 

255. At the time of the year of famine, WHEN THE NUKVA OF THE 
HEATHEN REIGNED, no man should have been seen in the 
marketplace or let flow his source to beget children to another El, as 
has already been explained.
 

 

256. Happy is the man who is careful to walk the way of truth and 
constantly cleaves to his Master. It is written, "To Him shall you hold 
fast, and by His name shall you swear" (Devarim 10:20). Note that it 
is not written, "in Him shall you swear," but rather "in His name," 
WHICH IS THE NUKVA CALLED NAME. What then is the meaning of 
the words, "you swear?" HE REPLIED: As we have explained, "YOU 
SWEAR (HEB. TISHAVE'A)" MEANS cleaving to the secret of faith, 
THE NUKVA CALLED SHEVA (SEVEN) SO NAMED AFTER THE 
SEVEN SFIROT-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, 
YESOD, AND MALCHUT-WHICH SHE RECEIVES FROM BINAH, AS 
WILL BE EXPLAINED PRESENTLY.
 

 

257. There are seven grades above IN BINAH THAT ARE superior to 
all and constitute the secret of the wholeness of faith. THE 
ULTIMATE PERFECTION OF THE NUKVA IS TO ASCEND AND 
CLOTHE THESE SEVEN GRADES-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, 
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT OF BINAH. The secret of 
the seven grades below, IN THE NUKVA HERSELF, is their union and 
connection with the SEVEN UPPER ONES, so they become one. It is 
therefore written, "Seven days and seven days, namely, fourteen 
days" (I Melachim 8:65). All is one, bound as one, FOR THE SEVEN 
OF THE NUKVA, WHEN THEY ARE WHOLE, ASCEND AND CLOTHE 
THE SEVEN OF BINAH, AND THEY ARE BOUND AS ONE. And "by 
His name shall you swear" (Devarim 6:13) ALLUDES TO THE SEVEN 
above and below-THE JOINING OF THE SEVEN OF BINAH WITH THE 
SEVEN OF THE NUKVA INTO ONE.
 

 

258. Of whoever joins these SEVEN LOWER ONES with the SEVEN 
UPPER ONES, it is written, "Hashem shall open to you His good 
treasure, the heaven" (Devarim 28:12), those treasures THE SEVEN 
OF BINAH above and THE SEVEN OF THE NUKVA below. The seven 
days OF BINAH and the seven days OF THE NUKVA are as one, and 
it is written, "His good treasure, the heaven" and "and seven...to the 
seven which were upon the top of it" (Zecharyah 4:2). All of them are 
one.
 

 

259. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were walking together when they 
saw an armed man wearing fringes, THE TZITZIT. Rabbi Chiya said: 
This man is either a completely righteous man WHO WEARS A 
FRINGED TALIT EVEN WHILE TRAVELING or is a deceiver of men 
WHO CARRIES ARMS AND MIGHT BE A ROBBER, YET WEARS THE 
TALIT TO DECEIVE PEOPLE AND CAPTURE THEM.
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260. Rabbi Yosi said: The pious have said to judge every man in a 
favorable sense. We have learned that when a man who sets out on a 
journey is afraid of robbers, he should meditate upon three things: a 
present, a war, and a prayer. How do we know this? From Ya'akov, 
who prepared himself for these three things, and was provisioned 
for presents, a war, and a prayer, AS IT IS WRITTEN THAT HE 
"SENT" (BERESHEET 32:4) ESAV A PRESENT, HE DIVIDED THE 
PEOPLE WITH HIM INTO TWO CAMPS LEST "ESAV COME...AND 
SMITE IT" IN WAR, AND HE PRAYED TO HASHEM, "DELIVER ME, I 
PRAY YOU, FROM THE HAND OF MY BROTHER." This man who is 
walking is wearing the Talit to pray and has arms for war. If he has 
these two, it is not necessary to look to see if he has the third, THE 
PRESENT. IF HE HAS THE FIRST TWO, HE MUST HAVE THE THIRD.
  

261. When he approached them, they greeted him but he did not 
answer. Rabbi Chiya said: It seems as if one of the three THINGS 
which should be upon him is absent. BECAUSE HE DOES NOT 
RESPOND TO OUR GREETINGS OF PEACE. THIS MEANS THAT he 
did not prepare a present, as a present comprises peace. Rabbi Yosi 
said: It may be that he is praying or reciting his study so as not to 
forget it.
 

 

262. They walked with him, yet he did not talk to them. Later Rabbi 
Chiya and Rabbi Yosi stepped aside to study the Torah. When the 
man saw they were studying the Torah, he approached them and 
gave them greetings of peace.
 

 

263. He said: Gentlemen, what did you think of when you greeted me 
but I did not answer. Rabbi Yosi said: WE THOUGHT you were 
engaged in prayer or study. He replied: May the Holy One, blessed 
be He, judge you favorably.
 

 

264. This I shall tell you. I met a man one day when I was walking 
along the road. I greeted him, but he turned out to be a robber, who 
fell upon me and grieved me. Had I not overcome him, I would have 
come to harm. Since that day, I vowed to greet only a man whom I 
knew was RIGHTEOUS, lest he might otherwise molest and 
overcome me. Moreover, it is forbidden to greet an evil man, as it is 
written, "There is no peace, says Hashem, for the wicked" (Yeshayah 
48:22).
 

 

265. When you greeted me, I did not respond for I suspected that 
YOU WERE NOT RIGHTEOUS. WHY? Because I did not see any 
tzitzit on you. I THEREFORE DID NOT RETURN YOUR GREETING. 
Besides, I was repeating my studies AND THUS COULD NOT 
ANSWER YOU ANYWAY. But now that I see you are righteous, the 
way is clear before me.
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266. He then quoted the verse, "A psalm of Asaf. Truly Elohim is 
good to Yisrael, to such as are of a clean heart" (Tehilim 73:1). Come 
and behold: The Holy One, blessed be He, made right and left in 
order to rule over the world. The one, RIGHT, is called good, and the 
other, LEFT, is called evil. Man includes them both, and in all 
THINGS comes closer TO HASHEM, AS THE SAGES SAID, 'WITH 
YOUR TWO INCLINATIONS, THE GOOD INCLINATIONAND THE EVIL 
INCLINATION.'
  

267. The idolatrous nations are included within evil, the left, which 
was created for the defilement of their side, as they are 
uncircumcised of heart and uncircumcised of flesh. But of Yisrael, it 
is written, "Truly Elohim is good to Yisrael."
 

 

268. You may say He is good for all Yisrael, but that is not true. He is 
good only to those who were not defiled with evil, as it is written, "To 
such as are of a clean heart." For of good and evil, good is for 
Yisrael alone, and evil is for the idolatrous nations alone. "Truly" He 
is "good to Yisrael", so they cleave to THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE 
HE. Thus, Yisrael cleaves to the supreme mystery, ZEIR ANPIN, in 
the secret of faith, THE NUKVA, so that all shall become one. THAT 
IS, BY ACHIEVING GOOD, THEY SUCCEED IN UNITING ZEIR ANPIN 
AND THE NUKVA AS ONE AND THEN CLEAVE TO THEM.
 

 

269. Rabbi Yosi said: Happy are we not to have mistaken you, for it 
is the Holy One, blessed be He, who sent you to us. He continued, 
Since good is meant for Yisrael, it will then have a portion in this 
world and the world to come to see the sight of glory eye to eye. It is 
written, "For they shall see eye to eye, Hashem returning to 
Tzion" (Yeshayah 52:8). 
Blessed be Hashem forever. Amen and amen.
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